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An Evaluation of the Long Term EMI Performance of Several Shield Ground Adapters

DAVID S. DIXON, MEMBER, IEEE, and STANLEY I. SHERMAN, MEMBER, IEEE

Naval Underwater Systems Center
New London Laboratory (NUSC/NLL)

New London, CT 06320

and

MICHAEL VAN BRUNT
G & H Technology. Inc.
750 W. Ventura Bvd.
Camarillo, CA 93010

ABSTRACT ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED SGAs

A shield ground adapter (SGA) is a device util- EARLY SGAs
ized to establish a 360

° 
low impedance electrical

connection between a cable's shield and the ground Figure I illustrates the evolution of cable
structure through which the cable passes. This low shield grounding devices. The earliest
impedance connection is designed to reduce and/or environmentally sealed SGAs utilized ballpoint pen

eliminate EMT and/or EMP problems by shunting high style springs that were connected end-to-end around
level currents into the systems' ground plane. This the signal cable's shield. These springs were then
paper wil discuss the measured EMI performance char- compressed against the signal cable's shield to shunt
acteristics of an. existing (spring) technology SGA EMI currents into the system or platform ground
and a new technology SCA that utilizes a recently plane. This type of SGA utilizes a spring member that
developed smart-solderini technique and an improved encircles the shield of a typical R.G. cable. This
cable shield-to-SGA conne-tion method. Over one year spring member is then mechanically compressed when
ago, one new construction nodel of each SGA was assembled. The operational performance of this
installed on the deck of a I.S. naval ship. This grounding device is directly related to the contact
paper will discuss the a.c. nd d.c. EM! measurements force between the shield and the spring member. The
that were conducted on the SGAs. The measurements essence of this type of device is maintaining a
were conducted both before the installation and one certain amount of contact force that yields a certain
year later, after being exposed to 12 months of a level of transfer impedance (Zt). There exists
harsh marine environment, several modes that can and do degrade the performance

of these devices. The level of performance (Zt) is

BACKGROUND directly related to the contact force between the
shield and the spring member. Typical shipboard

A metallic boundary is typically established by cables such as R.G. 214 have a dielectric inner,
EMI and EMP personnel to protect electronic equipment which can cold flow due to excessive compresvive
from high level electromagnetic fields. These fields force of the grounding spring. If this cold flow
can be created in peacetime by lightning and nearby phenomenon takes place, the contact force between

communication transmitters or In times of conflict by cable shield and spring contact will change, possibly
an Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP). In certain instances affecting the performance of the signal being
it is necessary to have shielded signal cables tran- trantmitted along the cable.
sition this metallic boundary. It is estimated that
over 80 dB of attenuation is required at such inter- It was suspected that the EMI/EMP performance of
faces to reduce the hundreds of amperes of current this compression type of SGA would deteriorate with
that could be flowing on cable shields. One method both time and environmental influences due to its
of preventing electronic system damage is to shunt spring-to-shield pressure method of achieving the
these currents into the system ground plane at the necessary 360* contact between the cable shield and
point where these cables pass through the grounded the system (or shipboard) ground plane. The
metallic boundary. This can be accomplished by suspected problems with this type of pressure
employing devices referred to as Shield Ground Adap- sensitive shield contact became the basis for the
ters (SGAs). This type of protection may be required Navy investing in research and development into the
at the topside-to-below decks interface of a ship or grounding of shielded cables and conduit.
the external-to-internal interface of a building, or
the compartment-to-compartment interface between Reference 2 delineated the short-term
isolated below-decks spaces, performance loss that was measured for an existing

spring compression technology SGA. The SGA's

Early EMC work on FFG-7 Class platforms indi- performance deterioration after 6 hours ranged from 8
cated that EMI energy was being coupled into below- to 22 dB, over the frequency range from 1 MHz to
decks areas by currents flowing on cable shields. 40 MHz. This performance loss increased with time
These currents were producing below-deck environ- such that after 24 hours the performance loss ranged
mental levels exceeding the "normal" environmental from 13 to 34 dB.
levels assumed by MIL-STD-461 for electronic

equipments. Initial efforts to reduce these
below-deck field levels by grounding cable shields
produced significant reduction of below-deck field
strengths. These reductions came in spite of the
temporary and unsophisticated nature of various
grounding techniques initially utilized to connect
the cable shield to the ship's hull. Military speci-
fications (11 for electronic equipment now recommend

the use of SGAs to reduce cable shield current.

b
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Figure 1: Cable Shield Ground Evolution

NEW TECHNOLOGY SGA PERFORMANCE VALIDATION OF EXISTING S NEW
TECHNOLOGY SGAs

In a combined effort between the Naval
Underwater Systems Center (NUSC), G & H Technology METHODS OF A.C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Inc. (G & H), and the University of Pennsylvania Two methods of evaluating SGA performance have

(UPENN), an improved SGA has been developed that will been utilized during this SGA development effort:

maintain a higher level of performance over the
lifetime of the SGA, even after being exposed to 1. The first test method used to evaluate the

hostile marine environments. This improvement is due SGA performance utilized a shielded room to isolate

to the utilization of a new method of bonding the the SGAs input from its output. This procedure

cable grounding contact to the cable shield and to measured input current 1(in) and the SGA output

the development of an SGA that will connect the voltage between the cable shield and the ground plane

grounding contact to the system/platform ground. V(out). This produced a V(out)/I(in) ratio or a SGA

This new grounding contact is attached to the cable transfer impedance, Zt, which was proportional -o the

shield by soldering it to the shield utilizing a SGA's performance.

METCAL developed self-regulating temperature source

SR/TS) with their solder strap connection system 2. The second test method utilized a triaxial

. Utilizing this technique, soldering test fixture where an internally mounted inconel

temperatures are accurately maintained at levels high current probe measured 1(in), and an internal

enough to provide an excellent solder bond between connection between t'he cable shield and the system

the grounding contact and the cable shield, but low ground provided V(out).

enough to prevent any change in the cable's

ransmission characteristics. A paper by Van Brunt TRANSFER IMPEDANCE (Zt) TESTING WITH SHIELDED ROOM

4] discussed the mechanical design aspects of this As shown in figure 2. a shielded room at NUSC S
new technology SGA. was utilized to conduct transfer impedance (Zt)

measurements at frequencies up to 30 MHz. The
NEED FOR LONG-TERM SGA PERFORMANCE EVALUATION shielded room was utilized to electromagnetically

In order to evaluate the long-tem perforance 
wideband amplifier was used to drive approximately 

w~

In oderto valute he ongtermperormnce isolate the SGA input from its output. A high Power

of both existing and new technology SGAs, a new 
amperes of V.L.F. and H.F. currents down te coaxial

construction model (solid version vice retrofit split cable shield. The SGA output-side of the cable

version) of each was installea at the topside-to-below shield was terminated inside the shielded room by the

decks interface of an FFG-7 Class Frigate. This 50 Ohm input circuitry of the spectrum analyzer.

would expose both devices to the hostile topside Because of the very low values of Shield-to-ground

environment of a surface sh for over one year. Pre output voltage V(out) being measured, careful

and post installation d.c. and a.c. Zt measurements attention was given to the test apparatus 3roinding

were conducted on each SGA at both NUSC and G & H. n configuration. To improve measurement sensitivity,

addition, shipboard d.c. measurements were also all the high level "source" equipment were placed

conducted on each SGA after six months of exposure to outside of the shielded room, and the low level

the topside enxironment. output measurement equipment were Placed inside the

shielded room.

% 0
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Figure 2: 'IUSC Transfer Impedance (Zt) Measurement Procedure w'
Utilizing a Shielded Room

The SGA output shield-to-ground voltage being shown in figure 3 was constructed to accornodate the
measured can be modeled as a voltage source with a termination of a shielded cable whose diameter was vs
series resistance equal to the contact resistance great as that of a R.G. Dig rigid coat 2.5 inches).
between the cable shield and the SGA. At most, this The fivture is a modified version of a MIL-SPEC,,
resistance is on the order of a few milli-Omis. For triavial fixture. It is basically operated in a
testing purposes, this voltage is a good parameter to shorted coax configuration with the input fed on one
m easure because it is inherently inmnune to all the side of the short and the output taken on the other.
cable variables associated with using a dual current The input is coaxial, externally loaded, and
probe measurement method. This measurement of internally shorted, and an inconel current sensor isk
performance is defined as i/{out)/Il, and it can be placed at the shorted end. The output section is S
seen that it has the units of impedance CZt). This coaxial, internally shorted, and externally loaded. 'W
unit of performance is independent of the SGA The fixture resembles a stubb triax with the
installation, because the shield impedance at the SG A exception of the added current sensor. The
output will always be significantly more than the sensitivity of this system is approvimately S sans-
defined source impedance of the measured voltage; 3hmo.
therefore, the configuration of the output side of
the casble will have no siganificant effect on the COM4PARISON OF t TEST DATA WITH PREDICTED E 4 HOOKout) measurement. Thus this 'lout)I(in) ratio PERFORMANCE
provies a transfer impedance ( Metur valne that iso_

d ependent on the effectiveness of the EGA shunt FOr frequencies below DO '1HZ, coosparisons of
hevice and independent of output cable configuration, transfert mpe a st ota were uads ieatwee te

triazial measurenent procedure and the dietded room
s r :A:AL TEST IXTJPE TAotSFER MPEDAnCE measurement procedure. As shown c fi;u5re i nh s

MEASOREi4ENT MET-lCD comparison of test data from the sane sew
bonstruction, fingered shield contactor MIA.,vSeedrs test fixture was constructed at & H that SGA transfer impedance t) values that were within

tesin peasre the sA performance over an extended dB of each other. This closeness in d t cred n
mrequency ne iron is ie: to l00 m4z. The fixture spite of the sact that the So was tested r . S
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CAVITY
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CURRENT WALL

SENSOR

Figure 3: G&H Technology Transfer Impedance (Zt) Measurement
Test Fixture

completely different: (1) measurement equipment, performance would be very high. Also, and perhaps
(2) personnel, (3) shielded rooms- '4) test most important, the model would allow potential SGA
procedures, and the data was measured almost two improvements to be evaluated on the computer, thereby
weeks apart on the East and West Coasts. Considering saving time and money normally expended by conducting
all of the variables involved with each set of Zt SGA performance testing. The mathematical SGA EMI
measurements, the closeness of the data demonstrated model developed by Dr. Ralph Showers and Mr. Steve
a high confidence level in the accuracy of the a.c. Peters [5] also falls within 4 dB of the NUSC and G &
Zt measurements. H test data illustrated in figure 4. The model data

and the measured data is for an early version of the
In addition to the measured data, the program new technology SGA. This SGA had a fingered shield

required that an EMI model be developed to predict contactor rather than the solid contactor ultimately
the performance of the new technology SGA. If used to optimize SGA performance.
measured and predicted data were reasonably close
within 10 dB) then confidence in the measured

- 40,

-UPENN MODEL

NUSC DATZA GA0 ........
*DATA

-70- -.......... .... ....

0,
N -eo .............................. .-. -- -

- 90 . . .

lOk lOOk I'm 1,m lOOm _
FREQUENCY (Hz)

rliure -: :ormQarison of IUSC 'Shielded Room) and j&H (T,Ka13al fixture'
Measurement Systems Test Sata Atn the JPE4N EM: 4odel 5
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EVALUATION OF lT4E D.C. PERFORMANCE OF EXIST:NG ANO performance of the SGA-to-,ickpipe thread interfce.
Ew TECHNOLOGY SGAs To accomplish this goal , a kickpipe extensi3n 4as

made from the same aluminum alloy as the cikpie.
D.C. TEST CONFDGURATIONS The interface between the SGAs and the extensions had

the same electrical, mechanical, and electro-chemical
It was demonstrated in the EMC laboratory at properties that the SGA-to-kickpipe interface would

NUSC/NL that a.c. values of Zt were too small to be have had. Using the extension allowed removal of the

measured in the shipboard environment due to other SGA-to-kickpipe extension interface from the ship
nearby hull penetrations that caused EMI coupling without disturbing the cable shield-to-SGA connection

between topside and below-deck areas. This coupling integrit, thereby permitting a repeat of the pre-
necessitated that all a.c. SGA performance environmental EMI testing in the electromagnetically
measurements b- made in the laboratory. However, it quiet laboratory environments of NUSC and G & H.

was possible to make shipboard measurements of d.c.
Zt. Even in the electromagnetically noisy shipboard D.C. PERFORMANCE AFTER FIVE MONTHS OF SHIPBOARD
environment, whenever a large d.c. current, 1(in), EXPOSURE
was injected on the input side of the cable shield, a
voltage. V(out). could be measured on the SGA output Measurements of voltage between test points A &
side of the cable shield. This measurement was 0 (see figure 5) for both an existing spring
necessary to verify the initial and periudic integrity compression style SGA and a first generation fingered
of the shield to ground contact. As shown in figure shield contactor SGA, indicated the following:
5, d.c. resistance measurements were made between test
points A through E by driving 4 amperes of d.c. 1. Initial pre-installation d.c. values of Zt
current down the cable shield and measuring the d.c. for both devices were very similar,
voltage between test points A through E. The
physical differences between the two SGAs installed on 2. After five months of exposure to the
the ship and the exact location of each test point is shipboard environment:
illustrated in figure 6.

a. the d.c. Zt for the ist generation

NEED FOR KICKPIPE EXTENSION smart-soldered style SGA increased
(degraded) by 2.1 dB, (3.7 to 4.7

The SGAs are designed to screw into a standard mV)/4A.
kickpipe 'an environmentally sealed cable penetration
through the deck) that is welded to the deck, and a

method was needed to measure the electrical

TOPSIDE
ARD L EOR

OUTNSIDE

SHIELDEDS
ROOM
ARAR

SHIELD

GROUND DMM% /ADAPTER(S)/ K(ETHLY ;

/ (BATERY POWERED) "%

D.C. POWER D.C. VOLTAGE READINGS
SUPPLY BETWEEN POINTS:
(CURRENT A -B '

LIMITED) + IK B -C

PIP -== C C -0
EXT. A-D

KD'-E
WELDED C

- P r

AREA
OR

INSIDE
SHIELDED .~~ROOM

~~AREA'.

-igure 5: -" "3nsfer :mped--ce Measurement onfi~ir~tion .

-hl,,oard "easurerrent'
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NEW TECHNOLOGY (SMART SOLDERED) SGA EXISTING TECHNOLOGY (SPRING) SGA

A

COAXIAL CABLE A

I

HEAT SHRINK BOOT

SHIELD
& ADAPTER UPPER NUT

CONTACT
\ R 2nd GROUNDING RING

SPACER"--

3 0, IsI GROUNDING RING V'

4B

THREADS

B LOWER NUT

SGATO n

KICKPIPE EXT

07(INC. THREAD RI (DCLESIL
p7< O ( PACKING NUT C

i--KICKPIPE EXT WAHE

TOT
E SMART SOLDERED CONTACT

I OUTER TUBE
D RECEIVER TUBE D

T KICKPIPE EXTENSION 0 0
CABLE TO

'4 ELECTRONIC XCPP
EQUIPMENT DECK (METALLIC BOUNDARY)

lE PACKING GLAND
E TO GROUND

CABLE JACKET E

Figure 6: Physical Models of the New Technology (Smart Solderad) and

Existing Technology -spring-compression)
Shield Ground Adapters

b. the d.c. Zt for the spring compression d.c. Zt values indicate that this goal nay not have
style SGA increased (degraded) by 17.1 been achieved i.e., apparently, movement of the SGAs *t

dB, k5.4 to 38.8 mV)/4A. during removal from the ship, during testing at NUSC,
or during shipment to the West Coast for G & H testing

3. Even at that early time, preliminary caused physical stress/vibration within the SGA that
analysis indicated that "'readed interfaces, resulted in inconsistent Zt data.

such as the SGA-to-kickpipe extension
interface, night be very crucial in SHIPBOARD MEASUREMENTS. D.C. PERFORMANCE-VS-

T
!ME

determining long term SGA performance.
The d.c. measurements conducted on the snip were

,ONG TERM PERFORMANCE VAL!DATION Cc EXISTING AND a good barometer of SGA performance over time. As
'IE' TECHNOLOGY SGAs shown by other laboratory measurements, the low

frequency a.c. and the d.c. data points are almost
L"ALUATIONS OF SGAs AFTER ONE YEAR OF SHIPBOARD exact. in fact, it was this difference in d.c. data
CXPOSUPE points ,d.c. ship & d.c. lab & a.c. lab, that alerted

the measurement team that movement of the SGA was
litilization of the ki~kpi,)e extension discussed zausing changes in the SGA's performar-e.

above was to have permitted the removal of the SGAs
from the ship without disturbing the cible shield-to- -igure 6 illustrates the d.c. oerformance
SGA connection, thereby permitting a repeat of the degradation-vs-time of the existing 'spring,
pre-installation a.c. EMI testing that "ad been technology SGA over the !. month period of time
conducted in the quiet laboratory environments. was installed on the ship. The d.c. measurement
:nconsistent post-installation laboratory a.c. and results plotted in figures 7 &,3 were measured it tv
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points illustrated in figure 6. Measurement point a. the d.c. performance )f i'e _j
A-to-B includes the cable shield and grounding the smart soldered contact port-n )f 7e
ring(s) or fingered shield contactor to SGA body SGA (A-B) improved sli'ghtlj .,i ti-e
resistance. Measurement point B-to-C includes the (863/750/463 micro-Ohms;,.
SGA-to-Kickpipe Extension resistance and the
resistance associated with the first set of threads. b. the d.c. performance of the Ist thread

These areas of tne SGA are the most significant when interface (B-C) suffered significant
considering the SGA's long term performance. degradation with time (25/400/6600 micro-

Ohms ),

The following observations, 
taken from the data

in figure 7, summarize the long term d.c. performance c. the d.c. performance of the 2nd thread
of the existing (spring) technology SGA: interface (C-0) was 37.5 micro-Ohms

,initially) and a low 7.5 micro-Ohms

a. the d.c. performance of the cable shield and (finally),
the spring contact portion of the SGA (A-B)

actually improved with time (875/225/255 d. the d.c. performance of the total SGA (A-O)
micro-Ohms), was dominated by the degradation of the

thread interfaces, particularly the Ist

b. the d.c. performance of the Ist thread thread interface. SGA performance degraded
interface (B-C) suffered tremendous from 938 to 1200 to 8100 micro-Ohms.

degradation with time (1.3/9, 300/11, 100
micro-Ohms), LONG TERM A.C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF EXIST'IG

& NEW TECHNOLOGY SGAs
c. the d.c. performance of the 2nd thread

interface (C-0) caused initial degradation As discussed earlier, the a.c. performance of
(50 micro-Ohms), but it was quickly masked the SGAs could only be evaluated in the labortorl.

by the high degradation of the first thread The kickpipe extensions were fabricated to assist ;n
interface, the removal of the SGAs without affecting their

grounding performance.

d. the d.c. performance of the total SGA (A-0)

was dominated by the degradation at the EXISTING TECHNOLOGY SGA A.C. DEPFORMA5CE TS-:EL_]
thread interfaces, particularly the ist
thread interface. SGA performance degraded Pre and post installation a.c. perforance
from 950 to 9,800 to 11,400 micro-Ohms, testing was accomplished using the 'IUSC test

procedure. The results of this testing, conducted 5

The following observations, taken from the data hours, 24 hours, and 12 months apart, are shown in
in figure 8, summarize the long term d.c. performance figure 9. The runge in the short term ,tours) test

of new smart-soldered technology SGA: results was discussed at the last IEEE EMC Symoosiim
[2]. Although a function of frequency, the range 4n

____ _2_____ 2nd
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pertormance nominally ranged from -96 to +24 to the nigh degree of correlation t3 tne SGA :y:
dB//one-Ohm. This represents a 120 dB range in model developed by Showers [5 & 6J, suggests tnat :he
performance-vs-time. It should also be noted that measured variati'on was indeed caused by tnis type if t
the performance of the device was dependent on the SGA rather than by the test procedures.
amount of current driven down the cable shield and
the SGA. A 6 to 10 dB increase in the current NEW TECHNOLOGY SGA A.C. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS
brought about a 6 to 9 dB increase in the SGA's
performance. Pre and post installation a.c. performance

testing was accomplished using the NUSC test
G & H also conducted post installation testing procedure. The results of this testing, conducted 12

on the existing technology SGA. This testing was months apart, are shown in figure 10. There was no
conducted after the NUSC testing and the test results change in performance during the first 24 hrs. The
on the SGA seem to indicate that the SGA may have range in the preinstallation a.c. performance was
been physically stressed during shipment and/or from -85 to -65 dB//one-Ohm. The post installation
testing. The G & H testing shows significantly testing ranged from -55 to -40 dBi/one-Ohm. The S,
better test results, ranging from -20 to -30 difference between the curves in figure 10
dB//one-Ohm better than the NUSC testing on the same illustrates a 20 to 30 dB degradation over the one
SGA. We also see that the SGA performance once again year period of time it was installed on the ship.
varies due to the amount of current driven down the
cable shield and SGA. After increasing the current G & H also conducted post installation testing
by 14 dB and then retesting with the original current on the same new technology SGA. Over a frequency
value of .2 amps, the performance improved by range from 10 kHz to 200 MHz, this testing resulted
approximately 6 dB. in SGA performance ranging from -43 to -31

dB//one-Ohm. X

Evaluation of the a.c. performance for the is
existing technology SGA shows a significant amount of Variation in a.c. performance for this SGA
variation between both NUSC pre and post installation indicate significantly less variation between both

test data as oell as the G & H post installation test pre and post installation testing and between 'IUSC

data. This may have been caused by mechanical and G & H test data. Therefore, this type of SGA

vibration/stress of the test sample between removal appears to be less susceptible to movement in the
from the ship and between East and West Coast testing. cable-SGA-kickpipe assembly.
This would tend to suggest that either the kickpipe
extension did not work as planned or this SGA's IMPROVED SOLID CABLE SHIELD CONTACTOR: NEW

performance is highly dependent on contact TECHNOLOGY SGA DEVELOPED

resistances/impedances. Hoeft has indicated [7] that
"contact impedance is the major electromagnetic As the existing and the new technology SGAs were
hardness degradation factor in cables, connectors, environmentally aging on the test platform, an
and cableways." It would appear that kickpipe thread improved new technology SGA was developed. This
areas would have to be added to Mr. Hoeft's list of improved version utilized a new (RG) cable shield
components having high degradation factors. It was contactor that was almost solid a: comnpared to the
verified earlier in this paper (see figure 4) that earlier version that was fingered. Both EMI model
a.c. performance testing on the same SGA yielded and EMI test data indicated that the fingered version
results within 4 dB of each other when NUSC and G & H caused decreased performance at higher frequencies.
test methods were compared. This fact, in addition Figure 11 illustrates a range of SGA transfer

-30I
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Figure 11: Comparison of Transfer Impedance Test Data For Three Types
of RG-214 Style SGA's

impedance (Zt) test data initially measured on the 9 or 10 dB, respectively),
existing technology SGA (top curves), the new
technology SGA (middle curves), and the new e. as measured by the NUSC testing, the degradation
technology SGA with the improved cable shield in performance in the spring contact SGA over
contactor (lower curves). Even with a range of SGA time was much worse than the new technology SGA
samples tested, it can be seen that the new solid over time (120 dB-vs-44 dB) (+24 to -96 dB) S
shield contactor dramatically improves the high (-85 dB to -41 dB),
frequency performance of the SGA.

f. thread resistance/impedance is a dominant form

CONCLUSIONS of degradation not actually within the SGA but
one that occurs at the SGA-to-kickpipe

a. The d.c. performance of the cable shield contact interface,

area improved slightly with time for both styles
of SGAs, g. the d.c. and a.c. performance testing of the new

technology SGA occurred on an early device that

b. the long term d.c. performance of the SGAs was utilized a "fingered" cable shield-to-SGA
completely dominated by the resistance of the contactor; subsequent EMI modelling 3nd testing
thread interfaces required to connect the SGAs to has indicated that a significant performance
the s hip's hull, improvement up to 35 JB) can be obtained at

higher frequencies when utilizing a "solid"

c. the spring contact SGA's short-term a.c. cable shield contactor, and

performance could be significantly changed by
"re-torqueing" it, h. it is necessary to consider the life .jcle

performance of d.c. and a~c. EMI grounds.

d. the performance of the spring technology SGA
showed a variation in performance directly ?E:OMMENDAT7:NS

related to the amount of current flowing on the
cable's shield a current increase of 10 dB 1. Develop 3n EMI model !o describe the derada*ion

4USC, or 14 d8 G A H) improved performance by caused by the ickpioe threads; this wo,'J hive

1-10
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ABSTRACT It was believed that this mix of technologists, all
things being equal, would have the highest probabil-

The purpose of this paper is to discuss two ity of developing a composite connector with all the

phases of the effort required to develop a full desired qualities.
MIL4SPEC connector made from composite materials com-
posed of conducting particles, fibers, or flakes in a
matrix of polymeric material. This connector is INITIAL RESIN/FILLER SELECTION AND EVALUATION

designed to satisfy a full range of electromagnetic,
chemical, and mechanical properties, including corro- The high temperature thermoset and thermoplastic

sion resistance to hostile environments and electro- resins listed in Table I were initially selected or

chemical compatibility with electronic cabinets made evaluation due to their working temperature,
from aluminum, strength, deflection temperature, chemical esis-

tance, and toughness.

The first part of this paper will discuss the a

factors involved in the composite material/filler - -"
selection process, including existing and proposed
materials/fillers. The second part will discuss the RESIN TEMPERATURE
development of a mathematical model which gives the
basis for prediction of some of the electromagnetic 1. POLYETHERETHERKETONE (PEEK) 232* C
properties of a composite materi~l. 2. POLYPHENYLENE SULFIDE (PPS OR RYTON) 232*C

Suggestions for further work on materials and

modeling are given, with special reference to emerg- 3. POLYAMIDEIMIDE (PA!) 2201 C
ing techniques and materials. 4. POLYIMIDE (P1) 204 C

BACKGROUND i

5. POLYETHERSULFONE (PES) 180' C

Given the crowded electromagnetic environment as
well as the potentially hostile land and marine envi- 6. POLYARYLSULFONE (PAS) 130 C

ronments existing today, there are many incentives to
develop a connector, made from composite polymeric 7. POLYETHERIMIDE (PEI) 1S0C
materials, that will have good and non-degrading EMI
performance over time. To be useful for a range of 8. LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMER (LCP) 2401C 
applications, the connector must be: resistant to ,,l.
chemical attack, immune to shock (both thermal and TABLE I: POTENTIAL HIGH TEMPERATURE 

T
HERMOSETS & 01%

mechanical), corrosion resistant when connected to T.ERMOPLASTICS MIL-C-3899, Series IV;
aluminum structures, lightweight, machinable, mold- MIL-C-28840. eN
able, capable of operation in high temperature envi-
ronments (>200*C), and provide better EMI shielding
effectiveness (over time) than existing composite
technologies. Such were the goals established for
the EMI development program. Initially, due to their good electrical conduc-

tivity and expected good shielding properties,
A cursory evaluation of several ongoing material various combinations and percentages of aluminum

development efforts indicated that the key to reach- flake and fiber were compounded with the above ,
ing these goals was to assemble a proper mix of resins. The products were tested and indicated that
technologists who would be capable of developing a most of the aluminum/resin combinations suffered from
full MIL-SPEC connector with performance approaching electrical conductivity degradation and significant
that of existing metallic connectors. A development weaknesses in the injected molded materials. Close
team was therefore formed that contained the investigation indicated that the aluminum filler
following expertise: oxidized very rapidly, especially during temperature

cycling, thereby causing a loss in the composite's
a. theoretical electromagnetic interferencp electrical conductivity, with subseQuent loss in both

(EMI) personnel, material shielding properties and mechanical proper-
ties. Electrical conductivity degraded typicully

b. theoretical materials personnel, over three orders of magnitude, while nechanical
properties had typical degradations of over 30%.

c. EMI test personnel, and This effect is not clearly noted in literature les-
cribing the subjecttlj.

d. connector manufacturing and test personnel. S
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This forced the program into a reevaluation The unique properties of certain oxiles at a

period, in order to discover a metallic or catalytic-behaving materials to "self-adjust" their
semi-metallic filler or combination of fillers 'hat electrochemical EMF's (either by oxygen manioultion
would not degrade the inherent resin strength and or other charge transfer) make them extremely attrac-
would provide a reasonable amount of electromagnetic tive in minimizing corrosion due to the dissimilar
shielding that would not degrade with time or galvanic potentials. In addition, some of these
temperature. Several promising resin/filler oxides are semiconductive, allowing for overall
combinations that appear to meet the requirements improvement of shielding effectiveness (S.E.) when
discussed above have now been compounded. Graphite the materials are fabricated into a connector that
and nickel coated graphite fibers in these resins must be attached to an electronic enclosure. It is
were to be used as comparisons for conductivity, also expected that the S.E. of these materials will
corrosion, and modeling, but were not considered to improve with applied voltage/current, thereby making
be viable, due to their causal role in the corrosion them perform better during high level electromagnetic
of aluminum parts in contact with these composites field exposure.
[2].

Presently, tests are being made on all of the
Resins that were retained for further study above compo;ite resin/filler variations. Electro-

include polyimide (PI), polyethe'etherketone (PEEK), chemical tests are being made to verify the expected
and polyetherimide (PEI). These resins have good behavior of these materials when galvanically coupled

moldability, good to excellent machinability, and to aluminum components. EMI shielding, as well as
have continuous use temperatures exceeding 200*C basic complex impedance calculations and tests are
(loaded). Color was not deemed a determining factor being performed to verify models postulated upon
in resin or filler selection, distributed parameter calculations. Early results r

are encouraging and not without the expected
Fillers presently being evaluated include PAN undesirable materials interactions between resins and

graphite fibers and flake, nickel coated graphite filters.

fibers, carbon particles, indium/tin oxide (ITO)
particles, ITO particles with graphite fibers, and The properties of a composite depend on x -,de
aluminum coated E-glass. Early in the study, alumi- variety of component properties. Among these are I

num coated E-glass proved to be an improper choice relative proportions of resin and filler, size, ,
due to the chemical tendency of the aluminum to shape, state of agregation or agglomeration, relative

scavenge the oxygen from the underlying glass, caus- dispersion, and orientation of filler. Finally, the
ing the aluminum to oxidize and become an insulator level of interphase adhesion affects ultimate
rather than a conductor. Mechanical properties were strength and elongation and is a measure of tne
observed to degrade rapidly, causing pullaway of unwanted condition of "pullaway". For example, for
fiber from resin. fibers with circular or square cross-section, one of

the simplified methods of predicting the composite
The galvanic properties of metals and alloys are modulus, tensile or transverse, (the Halpin-Tsai

given in Table 2 below. The table shows the increas- equation) ' is:
ing tendency of the material to corrode as it becomes

more anodic. (2) Tensile: Ec = VfEf + VmEm , and

- (2) Transverse: Ec [(I + ZnVf)/(l - nVf)jEn

- MORE ANODIC where

n [(Ef/Em)-1]/[(Ef/Em)Z2],

GROUP I GROUP 11 '
MUM INU Ec is the modulus of the composite, Ef and Ei are the

MAGNESUIM ALLOY ALUMINUM ALLOY moduli of the filler and the matrix, respectively,
ALUMINUM BERYLLIUM and Vf and Vm are the volume fractions of the filler
ALUMINUM ALLOY ZINC and matrix, respectively. These are the approximate
BERYLLIUM CHROMIUM bases on which the mechanical properties of the ideal
ZINC CADMIUM composite were pre-estimated.
CHROMIUM CARBON STEEL

A THEORETICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE
MORE CATHODIC - < ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
GROUP III GROUP IV
CADMIUM BRASS There are a number of theoretical models which
CARBON STEEL STAINLESS STEEL conditionally predict the electrical properties of
IRON COPPER & ALLOYS composites based upon a hopging model3], percolation
NICKEL NICKEL/COPPER theory[4 critical loading 5J, and simple RC
TIN ITO networks$6. A baseline effort has been made to
TIN/LEAD MONEL establish, not only a verifiable model, but )e which
LEAD SILVER established the electromagnetic properties of the
BRASS GRAPHITE composite when given a set if specific zomponent
STAINLESS STEEL RHODIUM material parameters. As a result of the effort, an
COPPER & ALLOYS PALLADIUM interactive computer program was written an is
NICKEL/COPPER TITANIUM evolving, as the model and lata dictate, 'nto a tool
MONEL PLATINUM which will allow for user input of cc-oonent f',
ITO GOLD and filler) parameters found to be of electromagnet-c

importance. This program calculates prooert'es 1-cli
TABLE 2: GROUPING OF MATERIALS 3Y ELECTROCHEMICAL d.c. to one gigahertz, and gives output which :an 'e

COMPATIBILITY verified by testing specimens, either in a flunged

coaxial holder for shielding effectiveness

- . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - measurements Figure 1), in an admittince br'lge
F -gure 23, or in a network analyzer 'nigure 3'.
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Three factors are pri-e % ' 4- .
the behavior and properties of copostes,
a mechanical and electrical point of ie,

32c l of the approach:
I 13.3cm

I 1. The fundamental materials of which the :om-
posite is composed;

2. the morphology and structural disposition of

the constituents; and
34.4cm . 3. The multifactorial interaction among the

constituents (e.g. chemical, mechanical, and electri-

FIGURE 1: FLANGED COAXIAL HOLDER cal).

Using the filler model which relates the resis-
tivity of the filler material to that of the compo-

site via the volume fraction of the filler, the d.c.
resistivity of the combination can be calculated.

(3) p + Vf/3) [I( -rV / ) o"

Using form facLors for the particle, flake, or

fiber, and combining this with a three-dimensional
matrix, leads to a solvable set of equations involv-
ing resistors, capacitors, and inductors at various
frequencies and fields. 'he model needs inputs with
respect to electric field and f-equency dependence jf
the resistive and reactive elements, i.e. q'7-- a Ind

X(E,). Typical materials are being tested 4or 4.:.
-"1 and high frequency properties in order to "'it" te

functional dependence of RlE.. and 'E.'. irsiterations are in progress with more s~osticatel S
• _ _-- measurements and model refinements to fo o)N. --

extended circuit approach will be later cmoaroe wut

FIGURE 2: ADMITTANCE BRIDGE more complex statistical field theory approaches no,
in progress. It is expected that, at least, a mode:
will be proposed which can serve as a "first test"
for new electrical composite formulations.

D.C. CASE

A composite sample under an applied d.c. field
has its potential distribution curves bent more iras-
tically over the conducting filler contacts due to
space charge. The equivalent circuit representation
is shown in Figure 4. Within at least a half order
of magnitude, the impedance for a three dimensional
array of these components is approximately the value
of : for the simple network. ignoring, for the tie

- being, distributed parameter considerations, the -,e 0
constant of such a circuit at a given electric 1ield

SAstrength, E, is

FISURE 3: NETWORK ANALYZER assuming smooth contours on te particle.fla<e/,ber
and an electrically homogenous, isotropic olvymer
matrix.

A number of researchers have noted that :jrrent
-e model shows tnat polymeric composite slabs controlled negative resistance CC.N s )bserved,

containing conductive particles, flakes, fibers, or ,voltage leoendent threshold nitiation '[1]. ncal C
comObnations if these, have measurable transmission. heatinq of the matrix/conductive Filler is leemed to:
reflection, and absorption coefficients. 'he filler oe the cause, the -esif!t ten n mao-'' 'etary
norphology arles :haracteristics For electromagnetic conduction. -his implies that, as the ,oltage
cattering ~nd absorption in the composite materials, field: increases across a composite element, 'ts
'neoretical results 'or optimum Jesign of EMI shiel- conductivity and, is a result tshel 1mg
inl 'ould be derived by ising statistical field '''ectlveness, increases. 'h,s e'ct 's erh

5
',- i •

theory Dr by liotributed parameter network odeling certain fillers Which themseives exn'bit ,.'...
sng frequency and field dependent c)oponents in thp ;,':aqe cnntrolle1 negative -esistance.... .
anal/sis. The model should also be applicable to the
construction of 3aio inechoic chambers and electro-
nc pack ging. '.o approaches oere 'nerged into one
to anilyze th's oroblem. The stochastic -ell theory

wpv sper)oosed on a conventional
t5-ee-l'P-ns',,-al '-nelance nodel ,ith frQuency and
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where 3 is the conductivity in "nnos/, cs'S

AGGREGATE perpnjttivity of free space (approximately ~
10- F/m, -i is the angular frequency n
radians/seconds and e is the real, relative
dielectric constant. So, the equivalent circuit now
becomes a matter of defining a loss tangent of the
medium, the dielectric constant of the medium, the

conductivity of the flake/fiber/particle, the complex
CONTCT .dielectric constant of the filler, the effective

CONTACT I R morphology of the filler, and the fraction of filler
REGION - . MEDIUM participating in the process. The shape function of

the filler is obviously important in the estimation.

RESULTS

AGGREGATE Using the form factors for ie particle, flake,
or fiber involving cross-sectional area considera-

tions of the filler (A), inter- iber/flake/particle
spacing (d), frequency C , resistivity (P ) as in equa-
tion (3), the impedance of the specimen can be

FIGURE 4: EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
expressed by

(7) Z -j/[P(EcrA/d)-j(A/opd)] Ro.

The program written to implement this effort s
A.C. CASE simple and interactive. The results were comoa-ed

Ideally, one would like to see a medium with initially with graphite PAN fiber samples in 001J-
Idstheally, rh one wouldli o ose anedu in l carbonate and carbon particles in polycarbonate.

just the right combination of coarse and fine[11) Measurements of impedance-vs-frequencv, for 10 Ae!qht
particles to provide for maximum composite percent fiber cylindrical samples ire shown :; 7 1u-
conductivity and maximum mechanical strength, as 6. Measurements on the rercrinuiar s.imoles --e sncwn S
shown in Figure 5. According to the electrical model in Figure 7. Table 3 depicts calculated-vs--easjred
shown (ignoring for now the aforementioned inductive values for impedance and phase angle for cylinjrical
component), the equivalent Ro/R(E,w )/C(E,w ) circuit and rectangular samples of the short fiber vai-ety.
impedance should decrease with increasing frequency.
This combined with C.C.N.R. or V.C.N.R. makes the
cqmposite with semiconducting particles, flakes, or 67.0
'fibers (or combinations thereof) an improved shield,

not only for EMI, but also for electromagnetic pulse 669

(EMP) applications. 66.9. .. ,

66.8

66.5

2f

(A excess of fine particles; (8) optimum composition; C 66.4

(C) excess of coarse particles. -

266.3!
FIGURE 5: PACKING OF FINE AND COARSE PARTICLES

66.2 ".

Applying the effective medium theory[12] to the ___

conductivity and the complex dielectric constant of 66.1 ..
the composite material, one can obtain a relationship -

between the properties if the matrix and those of its 66.0

components by 10K 100K 1M 10M

'51 '(C f* - C f - 2E C-) FREQUENCY (Hz)

-!l-VfW(Em* - Ec- l( m* , FIGURE 6: MEASURED IMPE3ANCE-'/S-ZF. u1E, .-

CYLINDRICAL SAMPLE )F GRAP"IIE :N
b e r 

IL C A R B O]N AT : Ji.'/

where

-f*, cn*, and c-

ire the complex d;electric constants of the filler,
matrii, and composite, respectively, and Vf is the
vol-rme fraction of the filler.

in general,

2-4
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12 Ib, , parametric model that can predict basic electri-
-i ] cal properties of composites, at least at lower fre-

128 quencies. Other data is being assembled and refine-
ments on the initial model are being made. TheI 'authors feel that this approach is indeed a viable

27 lone for design and will be pursued by testing and
126 modifications as dictated by results and feedback.
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CONDUCTED EMISSION MODELS FOR SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
by

Anthony B. Bruno
Naval Underwater Systems Center

New London, CT

2U3-44U-4904

ABSTRACT kHz because frequencies less than 20 kHz can cause
EMI in equipments and are more difficult to filter.

Military Standard 4b1C specifies the limit for Frequencies above 40 kHz can cause additional EMI
harmonic currents generated by electronic equipments problems but are easier to filter.
in the frequency ranges that cover CE01 emissions (60
Hz - 20 kHz) and CE03 emissions (2U KHz - 50 MHz). LEVEL AT 60 H -5.3 d6A
These emissions are typical of the electromagnetic 0
interference generated by switching power supplies. _

A computer model has been developed to study the
effect of nonlinear loads on military power distri- -10.. ..
bution systems. Harmonic distortion caused by
nonlinear loads is modeled by ideal current sources -20 -
shunting the appropriate load impedance. The current
sources can be given assumed harmonic structures "
that match measured data. Harmonic voltages and Z -30-
currents are computed at various points in the power
distrioution system, and the total harmonic I- _--..

distortion is estimated as a figure of merit for the -

particular configuration. Predicted values of total
harmonic distortion will De compared to actual -so -i-,
shipboard measurements.

INTRODUCTION 20 200 2.000

In the past few years much emphasis has been FREQUENCY (Hz)
placed on the effects of nonlinear loads on military
power distribution systems. Power converters, Figure 1. Hamonic Distortion on 6D-Hz Single-Phase A.,
particularly switching regulators, introduce harmonic a borto on S

currents onto the power distribution system. Laboratory Powerline

Harmonic currents introduce many problems including
interference with other electronic systems, increased
power losses in motors and other magnetic devices, LEL AT 62.5 ME +2.3 d8A

development of secondary harmonic torques that can +10 -

lead to undesirable machine vibrations, and increased_ _ ,_-_
structure currents that flow through input-to-ground 0
capacitors to the ship's ground plane. These
harmonic emissions fall into two frequency ranges: 00 Z %

Hz - 20 KHz (CEOt emissions) and eO eHZ - 5u 'H1: -14
(CEO3 emissions)[I]. CEO emissions are usually
related to the rectifier and input smoothing filter, _
and CE03 emissions are related to the actual ; -2 

k
switching frequency used in the dc-dc converter. ...
Because many engineers include switching power -30
supplies in their designs, much concern has been - . ...
expressed about the electromagnetic interference .
tEMI) caused by these devices on the power
distribution systems. Figure 1 shows the harmonic
distortion un a laboratory Power distribution system.
A worst-case computer model has been developed to 17
assess the impact of this EMI on a typical military 0 SAW

power distribution system. FREQUENCY (Hz)
Several off-the-shelf power supplies were

measured to determine tme effects of various types of Figure 2. Line Current Spectrum for Phase of the
smoothing filters. Typical switching power supplies BQQ-5 Type 4B Power Supply
use capacitive smoothing filters. These give
reasonably good ripple for low cost, weight, and
volume. unfortunately, capacitive smoothing filters
become increasingly ineffective at lower frequencies Some manufacturers are producing JU Watt
permitting increased narmonic levels to return to the switcning power supplies tnat operate at ZUU <Hz, Out
generator and are usually responsible for CEO1 the conducted emissions from supplies in tnis range
emissions failure. Figure 2 snows tne spectrum of a are highly , nendent upon tne filtering provided oy
tnree-phase power supply that uses a capacitive type tne manufacturer, in this study, ratner tnan
smoothing filter. This spectrum appears flat to some providing a detailed model for every power supply, a
point the 13tn narmonic) and then falls off at i/nI. general worst-case switcning model has Deen
Several other power supplies were measured and found developed. It is assumed tnat the filter jetween tne
to nave fall-off rates between 1/n and 1/n0. rectifier and the switcning circuit nas oeen

witcnhing Power supplies also exnibit conducted optimized to provide smootning, Circuit staOility,
emissions in tne "J Krz to 5U MHZ range. Designers and the necessary resection at tne switzning
nave typically chosen switcning f.equencies around 2. frequency.

3-1
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Because the primary interest of this study is of the power system to be modeled. Output is
the effect of the switcning regulator on the input returned to tn'e screen where the user can joserwe rne
power line, only the rectifier, input filter, and the voltages and currents in various locations on tne
dc to dc converter are investigated. The study power bus. The total harmonic distortion THD) is N,
included measurements of various rectifier and filter then computed for the range of frequencies specified
combinations as well as the development of several and for each load in the model. If switcning power
computer models. In this regard, both forward and supplies have been specified as the load, the CEOJ
backward models were investigated. In both the currents returned to the generator are also shown.
measurement and forward modeling phases, detailed At the end of each model the user is given the option
knowledge of the circuit elements is required. of running another case. Figure 3 is a flow-diagram
Although this requirement makes forward modeling less for the computer program.
useful in EMI analysis, such models nevertheless POWSUP is divided into a CEOl and a CE03
serve to provide an understanding of the device. In section. The program can calculate harmonic voltages
the backward-looking model the nonlinear source is given the configuration of a shipboard powerline.
replaced by an equivalent current source with the These voltages can be used to predict the THD
appropriate harmonic structure. This approach is expected at various locations on the power bus.
ideal for EMI analysis because the general Harmonic distortion can subject susceptible equipment
characteristics of the switching source are known and to voltages that will cause degraded operation. The
can be easily computed. Thus, an EMI model can be CSOi specification of MIL-STD-461CLI

] 
provides the

constructed that computes the effects of the level of voltage required on input power lines to
nonlinear switching power supply without a knowledge cause degraded operation of susceptible equipment.
of the circuit elements in a specific supply. With this information, the ship designer can identify

potential problem areas before the equipment is

COMPUTER MODEL actually installed on a platform.

A new computer program, POWSUP, has been written THE CEOI MODEL

to predict CEO and CEO3 conducted emissions from The computer program models a balanced three-
switching power supplies. This program is an phase wye-wye or delta-delta power distribution
outgrowth of a program originally written in 1976 to system as a single-phase circuit. Harmonic
predict total harmonic voltage distortion from distortion caused by nonlinear loads is modeled yI
nonlinear loads on three-phase power busesE•]. ideal current sources shunting the load impedance.
Similar to its predecessor, POWSUP is an interactive These current sources can be given assumed narmonic
program that asks the user for the various parameters structures that match measured data. The model zan

Io...' %

COn15 A=1Mo

-4 smcK.,mWooe ,t .,l in.CI teat .,w lt+lom eol
pg ilyteot '.ftU hleI........ ....OC

(I N~~-.v. o

-> ........

*1i;re 3. Flow Diagram for Power Supply POWSJP :ompuzer ProgramD
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analyze up to 10 balanced loads fed in parallel from ZtI3

the generator. Harmonic voltages and currents are ___j-- - -
computed at various points in the power distribution -

system, and the total harmonic distortion is Zg1
3  

ZL3: In ,3

estimated as a figure of merit for the particular
configuration. The model can accomodate a o lz or 1 '7

40U Hz generator.

Figure 4(a) shows a typical delta power Figure 4(c). One Leg of the Wye Power

distribution system and figure 4(o) shows the Distribution System

equivalent wye distribution system. If the systems

are balanced then we can write the delta system in

its equivalent wye formulation as Figure 4. Power System Configuration, Where Zg Is

Zab Generated Impedance, Zt Is Transmission Line impedance,
Zan a 3 1

lan z 1 iab ZL Is Load Impedance, and I n is the Amplitude 
ofand :/ lal the nt Hrmonic

and IVabi = 1-7rIVanl. .

Z2 In

Z11 
Zb,g: U ZL ZLn IZL

ZI

91 Zg In IEEAOIMEA ZL2S
Figure 4(3). Delta:Delta Power Distribution ,yt s

Z,13 IZbm

ZtI3z GENERATOR IMPEDANCE

_ Z II. g
Z 3Z~L3 ZLI3l In', - - TRANSMISSION LINE IMPEDANCE

9.. Z91I3 Z,13 -Z-b- BRANCH LINE IMPEDANCE ZLm
ZL LOAD IMPEDANCE

Z1 31\
1
n133 I\ Figure 5. One Leg of a Power Distribution System

With m Nonlinear Loads in Parallel

Figure 4(o). Equivalent wye:Wye Power

Distribution System
The spectral properties of the current source

can be specified as havinq the following character-

;acn representation has an equivalent formulation for istics: I/n, 1/n' . , /n , or 3 percent of

toe total power. The total power transferred ti tne the fundamental, or capacitively coupled model. These

load for the wye distribution is correspond to fall-off rates of -20 d8/dec, -30 dB!dec,

-40 dB/dec, and 0 dB/dec, respectively. The caoaci-

3 ianjlanl Pf . Ji) tively coupled model represents a flat spectrum to the %

13th harmonic and then a fall off of -60 dB/dec. The

7ne power factor, Pf, is assumed to be unity. dy 1/n model represents the inductive filter model where

siostitition of the equivalent I and I in equation 1, the inductance is very much greater than the criticai

tne total power transferred to the load in the inductance[l. The other nrels refer to fall-off

equivalent Jelt system can be found. Jnce the aye rates that have been observed experimentally. "he 3

1'onulation has been determined, we need only analyze percent model is the limit imposed by MIL-STD-461C.
one leg of the circuit to determine the voltages and For any source, the amplltde of a given

:jrents for the system. Figure 4lc) shows the wye harmonic can be determined from

system reduced to one leg. n

Figure i snows one leg of a power distribution onere ,m

system that has N nonlinear loads in parallel. in n number of toe harmonic,

itier tO redict the harmonic distortion die to tnese 'n slope of the fall-otf rate,

loas, the nonlinear !'ads are replaced Dy linear F scale Factor = ,

u-rrent sources ohose properties are det~rc.neid from o amplitude of the f.ndimenLal,

4 nd in  a mplitude c t he nt ) narmonic.

line-to-neutral

Tne scale factor parameter allows toe ''at e:tr -,
jnJ model to be implemented. For toe 3 oerzent noOee,

SF=.J3 and m 
= 

1. :n fact, any 'lat spectrm *oe,

: ine-to-line-cirrent. Could De 'mp-emented ltn tO's parameter.

3-3
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Jne of tne tcnni-Iues to r-fj--e toe amp i tde of Is tne totl ttsce 31 A , "'
toe lo ~g y rectirier nroridt ' O s toe mti ornot. hO. *vr!- '2:i -f :, T

huiti-pnase oower ;.pplles. in o r nodel we nave irn given oj,
assumed that tne power ystem is a no lanced three- M

pnase delta connez>= : ;.,stem. A three-phase full
wave rectifier nar I )ule rate of o. This means Yr Nr Yfn, ir =; r
that the narmonics ale related by on t i. Power m= m r r

Supplias having nigner pulse rates will snift tne
harmonic frequencies oy multiples of six. For Yrcmlf)
example, the first harmonc for a z4-pulse system Ynlf) =

would oe the 23rd. Additional harmonics would oe Lomaf)rcf 
T T

generated according to 24n :1, for n = 1,2,j,. .r.c. gCRm + £
"dote that i/2j = J.ue is very close to toe 3 percent Ym
harmonic current limit reduired by military
specification[3. Wtn tie technology already The impedance of the 0th orancn "br see fijure , is
availaole to implement this technique, it is given by,
necessary to analyz e nonlinear loads toat nave pulse
rates greater than six. Zom = Rom  JwLbm

To compute the harmonic voltages at each load
and at the point generator output see figure 6), the The admittance of toe generator s

current that returns to the generator from each
source must be Known. To compute the current, the :
total admittance of the circuit lust oe calculated. ,g t
The following analytical procedure shows now the 4_.
har-onic voltages and currrents ire computed. sn-re

7he varsoles for each tranch at eacn harmonic -- ;
Ireluency ure iefineo as

go = oltage at the point generator yut 100

o Jmittance of the generator no
transmission line -

Am Ratio of the current retirning to tne -n l y. the voltage at t ne .tn :00 tan to - no
generator from the mtn arancn
tO the total current of the itO orancn or from

the total admittance of toe network as
seen from tne m

tn 
oranch 13 -n 0

im'(f; = Source strength of mt
n 

oranch at
frequency f Tnis is an approximation of toe tue voltage. is

,rcm - Admittance of rc network of toe mth oranch shown in figure 6. The nonlinear l,a, :oad eas-
1r Sum o toe admittance of the orancnes, nave been represented witn the cur-ent soijaz 7n

excluding the mt
n  

orancn series with the load; in this case, tne e uat !o n 'r
:mpedance of the mti load the voltage would De exact. Therefore, as a frst
Admittance of the mtM oracn approximation, -t 's asame tnat toe ;oltage

-im impedance of the m
t n 

oranch of the power distortion at tne load oeoenos only on toe voltage

cable drop an toe Oranch connected to tnat ioad, pls toe Al
-m Capacitance of mth orancn voltage distortion lue to tne harmonic :arrents

R, Resistance of the mth load returni-ig to the generitor. lote tout in this
obm Resistance of the mth oranch of toe power particular model, Rom, At, and Rg are us;.neO to nave

caD le zero ine res istance, n icn s a 3 ico approx i-iut n

- :nJuctance of toe mth oranch of toe power for low I-equency harmonics.

caDle

g Senerator 'npedance
Thansrission line *mpedance GENERATOR
;enrator resistance - OUTPUT "Z
_ne-neit-al inductance of generator -----

runsm so ,n line resistance
3ansnsS-n e nductance C RI ILI

7 i f .ie t . load

ne ,o 'a e it the 0 :n eneratzr tjtp t see figure Z 9 - -
l i, f C 2 z R 2  t I2

Zg GENERATOR IMPEDAI'CE Cm_ Rm IL
n,9 t;,j _rr-2nt tnt -trOS toa jeC2 itor 0f = TRANSMISSION LINE IMPEDANCE

Zb = BRANCH LINE IMPEDANCE

' L = LOAD IMPEDANCE .%

'3-" " ',o'li';or >l-i -'
"  
" * 2 2,-
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The 'riU i iue .sing an approximation of Thus, in this model, the sw it:ni-g0.
-tS standard definition )y tne institute of Ziy i synmnetric-3l trapeZoidal periodicwo.Or
Electric,' and Electronics Engineers IEEE, Figure 6 ai sndws the waveformi for tne oro)pos,o
Thus, fur Ithree-phase nonlinear source, the TriO IS current source. The normalized Fourier coefficients

for an infinite train of symietrical trapezoidal
k' j V2 

),I pulses ar:e t~f~m~o~ti~hniti

where Vi is the r,,s ,31tage at the fundamental. The (w
ipercent is adieu to iccount for the harmonic

voltage distortion attributable to the generator. wnere the constants are defined in figure 3(al.

In sumnmary the CEOI model includes multi-phase
power supplies, up to 1003 harmonics of the t
fundamental for a six-pulse rectifier lthe number of
harmonics for higher pulse numbers is determined frcom

TO where P is the nuric r of pulses), choice of five
hrnonic fall-off models, including a model forT
capacitively coupled power supplies, computation of
CEO1 conducted emissions current;. that return to the Figure d(a). Trapezoidal wdave with period T Do ,.sec,
generator at each harmonic, computation of THD for
all harmonics, error trap routines, and the ability rise time tr =30 nsec, and duty cycle to 25,usec S
to cycle through the program to run multiple cases.

0E03 EMISSION MODEL In order to more accurately model ti-v ,avesnipe
of , witching current, tne turn-on spixe of ,i

The model for switching power supplies repiiaces iioic ,overy current can also oe ncldgej. 7ne
tne nonlinear load with a linear current source diode i-v very Spike is modeled vs o Pilsed,
having spectral characteristics similiar to the load crit'caly .smped, exponentially decoylng s-e aie.
it is reolicing. -ie rE~O, current source would Die in 3ecvuse tna total waveform is the s~mninat , o): -
parallel - he nP -i source and would nave irfinit,0  iniepende-t effects, tie waveforms --in 3e 3is zei
imPedanct. --is s nece-,sary to prevent current fronm separately in tne frequency Joinain. Fi;,re :,o
the CE01 ionrce from s' p-9 an additioral branch, shows the waveform of tne pulsed exponent iil
The new current sourcc -Ida replace the smoothing decaying Sine wave and is represented oy,
filter as well as the swith.ing circuits. This is
all that is necessary to model because most switching f~t) =e-at sin ot
'egulators are transo'rmer coupled for dc-dc
isolation. The impedance of this second source would where
effectively be the resistive component computed from
the output power, or j,=damping far-or

R~~ 2 'i ) n fo, and

The characteristics of the Smoothing filter ore taken fo frequency of the sine wai-.
into account in the computation of tne amplitudes of
the harmonics for this source.

The Fourier coefficients for *.'t iveform shown
The characteristics of the CE03 current source in figure :iol) can be found by integrating ft, over .

.-an Die found by assuming a worst-case model first the period boy
introduced oy Kaimi[','] in 1978. Figure 1 shows T
simplified -model if the worst-case switching
topology, ahich is thie dicK converter, Here the two- Cn 1/T f fit)Le.j2lntfjt
Pole Switch represerts the Switching transistor that 0
turns t"e input current Ohan d on, rrnuil,,ng in a
square wave on the input side of the device. The
Jiode maintains current in the load while the switch
is off. 'lowevtr, *civ switching transistor nas a
';nite rise in, 131 t-ie; typical Switching
transistor rise times ire oh the order of IJi) ns.

CURRENT IN i7.ILJ lFL L
dc IN 0 -- ---- --- o

CT R r, u0 .- used E Iponent'ol I~ iy~ yl e ti

,nere DJ ..sec. r,, -.

'I,
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The integration jives the nor-nalized coefficient; i -50

,' 7T (et. -2 ____
j2 Z

where
-70"

o - j(b - 2nm %
and

Z - jL "I IT ) .- go-

The combined waveform for the trapezoidal
switching current with diode recovery spike is shown
in figure 9. The resultant Fourier transform is also
shown in this figure. This plot is for a switching -jO0
frequency of 20 kHz, rise time of 30 ns, and a I amp
turn-on spike. This curve serves as the basis for
our model. Kamm[4] gives the characteristics of an
idealized smoothing filter, and this filter has been
i m p l e m e n t e d i n t o t h e m o d e l t o c o m p u t e t h e e s t i m a t e d - -.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...
amplitudes of the CE03 current source. Figure 10 10,000 100.000 i.OOO.OOO
shows the characteristics of this filter, and figure
1i shows the estimated amplitude of a 1 amp switching FREQUENCY(Hz)
source at 2J kiz reflected through the smoothing
filter. These estimates agree very well with tnose Figure 10. idealized Smootning Zilter

shown in reference 6 for similiar waveforms. Note
that in this new model, switcning frequencies up to
=IOU e'z are allowed. For switcning currents greater 80-
than 1 amp, the amplitudes can be scaled by,

RX  Z= 0 cg(1 y. -

60-
130 . . .. -... f 20 WHz CE03 60-1 LIMIT

110. 5 140- e

90- V
20-

70

0-

50

30 10,000 100.000 1,000.000

10.000 1000.000 1.000,000 10,000.000 FREQUENCY (Hz)

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 11. Estimated Amplitude of Switching Source It

Model at 20-kHz Reflected Through Smootnina
Filter. Also shown is the 2-703 limit line hr a 6. -

load current <1A narrow band. Note that the H22
T limit line is not shown ibove I z. ,

Ti-.re 9. Fourier Coefficients for 29-cHz Trapezoidal

Aave vitn ",ode Recovery Spie

j nypotnetl-31 D)). r" i t ' ~ ' ~ !n .
niarmonit Jlsirtin .nJ i -l ,,n" A i- rx. -
fir variDuS xlse -ate iy;ns, Th :y"D,te" %J'

IS aso cdiiozed to 5n-y'JnrI 'ioajr"en.1 tie" ,

43. _-i noto, jentr ID
,Jstem. "ti-.ff IIImpte r )if

I 3r 'dad; ntiy I ~ c tA t .,
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Hypothetical Power Supply Runs Table 2. Predicted 2H01 rurrents uetir'r-

Generator for Various Pulse *umbers
Because the low f-eouxncy conducted emissions _

dominate harmonic distortion on the power bus, the
effect of using multiphase power supplies will be the Current (A)
first example shown. igure 12 shows a 135-kW, 400-
Hz power distribution system with six nonlinear Frequency (Hz) 6 12 18 2

loads. Table I compares the THD at the point PULSE PULSE PULSE PULSE
generator output for various multiphase supplies; all _

the sources are assumed to have a I/n fall off, 0*
firing angle, and instantaneous commutation. 2000 41.8

2800 27.8
4400 1S.0 15.0
5200 11.6 11.6

[IGENERATOR 6800 7.5 7.5

TRANSMISSION OUTPUT 7600 6.2 6.2
T IN - OUTUT1 9200 4.4 4.4 4.4• LINE 9, 3. 3.3 3.3 _

........ 54Wu L 14000 3.8 2.3

14800 1.8 1.3
-8.12HH ;--

2  
18800 1.2 1.2 1.2

- 19600 1.1 1.1 1.1S.25xiH

135 - Shipboard Run ---
> 400Hz ..... 2.3 Spa R

115V 3.36pH W As a final study, shipboard data will be

compared with predicted data; figure 13 snoos the

--..4 power distribution system for the shioboarl lata.
S11.8 . . this experiment, the THD was measured for variojs

0.76gH kW ? loads on the 400-Hz, 43.2-kW power dit~ibjT i

system. An attempt was nade to model the iv ' os
5 sources with the appropriate fall off; nowever, often

4 1.4 _ _ the measured harmonic fall off was between the odels
5.67 H kW- , available. In those cases, the model that orov:7jd

the best fit was chosen. Line-to-ground capacitance912.9- was included when the data were available. Table 3
. .2. ,- . summarizes the measured data, comparing the bredicted
2.38gH kW , T THD with measured values. All loads were six-oulse

sources. The data shown in the table. althou9h by 10
means exact, are close enough to indicate that tne

Figure 12. Hypothetical Powerline Configuration chosen model is a good first attempt at predicting

the expected THO. Table 4 shows the expected
currents that return to the generator from these
loads. These data were computed under the same

Clearly, as the pulse numberincreases, the THO conditions as those in table 3. The currents stown
le ny ct forse n u se supplses, the TH in table 4 are by no means insignificant: if allowed

decreases. In fact, for 18-pulse supplies. the THD to flow through the structure, they would cause
is almost 5 percent, which is the limit for voltage considerable interference. One way to contod the
distortion, and for 24-pulse supplies, the THO is propagation of such structure currents is to orovije
below the limit. However, the real problem with isolation for all nonlinear eouipments. ulteouqn
harmonic rurrent is not the type of distortion, but this works well in controlling structure cur ents,
the magnitude of current flowing at the various the extra weight and expense to prowde this %
frequencies back to the generator. Table 2 shows the esolation are prohibitive t o i

current that 'eturns to the generator for the various
pulse numbers. Note the particularly high currents
that ire flowing in the JVF range. If these currents Table 3. Comparison of Measured and 3,edicted <3ajes )f
3re allowed to 'low on the structure through line-to- Tutal Harmonic Distortion -3'
,round filters, Turve -naetic fields, which could the histortata 0
nterlere with sensitie -quipment or low level the 7hioboard Dat

signal transmission !ines, would be generated.
Ctructure currents are known to be a significant -.

oroblem, oart-cularly in the VLF range. .oad Measured - O Dredicted -D "ooeP '4,,.

3tile . -omparson )f "otal Harmonic Distortion THOI

2PD) at Point Generator Output for 1 3.3 .0
Multiohase Supplies 2 3.4

0
ulse No. 'HD '% 3.'.,

5 3.5 7 3.44 ..14

22 6.4 _
28 5.1i

"4 4.3

3-7
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1 PSF4 POWER PANEL LOAD SIDE OF PSFA

MEASURED f ESIMATED
TOTAL NONLINEA LOAD
POWER POWER NUMBER

8 5I ./ BC kWI (kWI

UBFC/__f 0.66 - 0.66 1
TSGA-15O. 124 I1 TSGA-I 60 It1

30.lpN ALLIS CHALMERS 7.2AN S INS
GENERATOR 130 Vac, U 0.66 - 0.66 2
41~2 kW. 240 A. P, 80% TSGA-ld 74 It Bu

.94H 'PSF 1 2 82 83

TSU-50 63 "

47 P7 I .46 4
TSGU-I 601 "RMAY

Figur 13.Mode of he 4.2-1,40H hibadpwrDstiuinSse

Table~~~~~~ 4I Predcte Emisio Curent Reunn5oAI(~LDE
Generator ~TSG 3ro tIthpoadDt

Su4.4frti1,Het i'prvdd y.~
ffic of 8h Che ofNvlRsac/Ofc f'aa

2ig00 012.4ode of the 4.-W 0 zsibadpwDaityl tonIa Shipteserhn

4ale400 1.dite Developmen Cuenter. Prinriinl tnvestigatorDofM'The
52 neat0 Fro Ship Belop-Deck EMDrgrmastraavdS

Dippon, Nava Underpraterctm Centeprooded 3y3h.

Harmonic ~ ~~ Ofic ditrto model fore oft~'n power R.Mltr adok es chGuid e of ava
s Fp r ee netigated uf re0Hzto (A) MechnElo umaine Terfeneog Prgrm1 Eled t;

freouenc rlenge. Mange iopue prora hasol beenr od
developed ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~33 tooc inoprtPohlwCladhg 13Pwrouplies MnaHDer-for thet ubmr3.

fre 0enc souce0 TItolg cBptscnucelmsin . ion, "Modegra d r edne emes oe
curent that ret.4, o the geeaoDnbt ytm Ianid Tanput Line iStoion Reerc n

5r2ecyrnesf00dr nolna loads Shese Beroweeks EMf the ram Tent Intrnaia So.
loads~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~Dxn cNaevrne n a eird a aeSa Unerwaeronictes Cnerc, Coerc~ 343,

shw soaree wellorwithnactdeas feasurements frowe 1. Military Standarok, Dlesiogneid for 5'O'

supnlbe ues wee nveftie designH to 50or~ Electromagnetic Interference, EmIl) Redu6ct.n

drediltind the inoort- e leve l of har1ondigh CE
4
g 13

ftrequen sor.o n Itn oaduts condprcpoed pmsson . DS ioerdln n Peitn oe
curtrents~ tha t~~5 rein othe geat r ' i l t Sy st Er and SDu Lines torton,
fhequesign eangee f o vi es nliart loa tn Thee Pructeed nd oftenthie Intetinl o
loadecs can nonlirned 'in~ anye g a d o n hie Stane Poe Elecutri Ctonec e, Doercn10
vais ulsn syatem, andt cosnt'dan utlzeds iateie or 1-2st r chnttn vol3 . ~C-? 3-.M.'
snwichig power supade. Th:96lt9.v be
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CROSSTALK Cs COAXIAL 'ASYISSi,' SYSTE.S .

Steven J. Peters and Ralph M. Showers I
Moore School of Electrical Engineering

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6390

Abstract also infinite in length, but is braided only over a

finite section of length L. The rest of the receptor

The crosstalk between two parallel braided cable shield is solid metal. In general the radii of
snield coaxial cables is examined. A comparison is the cables need not be equal, but are assumed as sucn
lade between the existing transmission line model, for analytical convenience. Also, the shield radii are
traditionally used for analyzing such coupling, and assumed to be small with respect to a wavelength such
3 new integral equation formulation. Measurements of that k a<<l where a is the shield outer radius and k
the far-end crosstalk (FEXT) were made and the 0

correlation of this data with these two theories is is the free space propagation constant. In addition,
discussed. In particular, it was found that, at high any currents induced along the outside of the cable

frequencies, the integral equation approach was much shields are assumed to be circularly symmetric. These

-ore accurate at predicting the crosstalk than trans- assumptions comprise the thin wire approximation and

nission line theory. as a consequence of this we need only consider electric
field ccmponents parallel to the cable axis.

1. Introduction Throughout this paper a time Ceoendence of

Models currently available in the literature ,xn(jt) is assumed, but suppressed.

cor describing crosstalk between two parallel coaxial
:aoles are based on the premise that toe coupling 3. TrnsmisSion -ine Solution 'or t~e E~te-a:

:ccurs via a two wire transmission line which consists Shiell :jrrents

of the cable shields [1-51. For the case where the In transmission line crosstalk tieory toe
Snield ends are shorted together, measurements of the in twans s are treatas to re

u3r-ena voltage transfer ratio up to a frequency of shields of the two cables are treated as a two ire

*HZ have oeen reported and this data agrees with the line and this two wire line is iriven by 'aied *eaa.e

t7eoretical calculations [2]. The measurements, how- from toe source cable. This eaage is ooeae o a

ever, were Performed only for small cable separations wistrbuted voltage and current source aono toe to
and no attempt was made to determine the crosstalk as wire line in n the present case both cales are
a function of cable separation, infinite in length and these sources are given by

In this paper the crosstalk between two E(z) ZtIsexp(-j z)
coaxial cables is calculated based on a new contept.
';anely, the shield of a coaxial cable can be modeled
as a transmitting linear ancenna with driving sources and

,n this antenna arising from electric and magnetic Iz) : -texp-zz)
-ielo leakage through the shield. The crosstalk be- t

:ween two coaxial cables is then calculated using an

"ntegral equation approach, respectively, where Zt is the surface tr3rsfer
2. Formulatio- of the Problem impedance, Yt is the transfer admittance, s :ne

current amplitude along the inside surface of the source

In developing a theoretical model for the cable shield, ,s is the amplitude of the ioitage iife"-
:rosstalk between coaxial cables, the idealized s

:cnf zuration of Pig. 1 is considered. This configura- ence between the shield and the center :orctor ctf e

:ion was Chosen because it exhibits a number of the source cable, is the orooagation constant n'e -e

casic orinciples involved with such coupling. Here cable, and losses along -oe nsioe of the source zcuce

t-e source cable is infinite in length and its outer are assumed to be neglizibie.

:onductor is a flexible braid. The receptor cable is 'he expression for toe c:rrent 7str,but -n

along a transmission lne excited by Uistrtbuteo
sources s el' ,nown and *s 3iven by _-:l'

0 -,
.,ere as noe characteristic -cecance c' t'e :,o

Is
wire line consisting of t :oe Cale sneezs , s

toe Drcoacat'on c:nstant c :"e two ,ie 'e. ano

- , S :s

s f' v 4c -- 1S

' " :cea 'ceo :n;'te Joale :no' :.ratccn.

4-i
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- -. s a n Dt . e s t

P cZ) = J evpr ts)J s ds 6' e.
c, 2 .,.-ot i

(z) s evo(-,s)J(s)ds 7) -EoEzi K 0 A r r r A z2

:n using this solution, initially the cables are wnere Azl is the vagnetic vector poLential aue to the
assumed of length L. After a solution is obtained the external current on the source cable shield, and A
limit is taken such that L goes to infinity. -2

is the magnetic vector potential due to the external
Using eq.'s (l), (2). and (4) through (7) in current on the receptor cable shield. A simi'ar equa-

eq. (3), the transmission line solution for the ex- tion for the receptor cable shield is also obtained.
ternal shield current is obtained as In this case, however, weak coupling is assumed and the

field leakage from the inside to the outside of the
-I Z .k receptor cable is neglected. 'herefore, we nave

It(z) = - -- [- - Y Z sJ]exp(-jBz) (8)
k o2 o2 2 1 t a.

o os 0:(--k 'Az r - Az''

:n obtaining eq. (8), since the losses are small, any dz

terms proportional to z are neglected.
Under the thin mire aooroxirat:on the

4. Integral Equation Solution for the Induced magnetic vector potentials are ;iien by ]

External Shield Currents

In the integral equation approach the source A ' ,z.;z s
:able is -odeled as a thin linear antenna with driving -Z .* -- -

,ources on this antenna resulting from the coupling
-ecnanisms of Zt and Yt" These sources excite currents
ilong tne outside of the source cable shield producing .

:n external field which is impressed on the receptor . , j- "-

Able shield. This impressed field in turn induces a
.-rrent along the outside of the receptor cable snield "-
md, tnrougn the mechanisms of Zt and Yt, voltages are where *

•nduced on the inside of the receptor cable. exo.Jk .sz2 .SZ2

4ote that the current induced on the receptor G2,z's) 2.
s3oie shield causes a field to be impressed back on the 4-[: S Z
.purce cable shield and this interaction between the
-4o cables must be taken into account. This is accom- 222
:isned by simultaneously solving a pair of coupled exo -2ko' s-z: -
•ntegral equations for the currents on both cables. 7i z~s: -

7o derive the re-quired integral eouations we
.*art with the magnetic vector potential. The relation-
:nio between the magnetic vector potential, which arises Substituting eq.'s '14) and '5: into eo.'3 '2 !nc
:.e to the current on a small diameter cable snield or 13) and rearranging, the coucled 'ctegr! ?cattins
--in mire. and the corresponding longitudinal electric for the external shield turre'ts are tbta'se 3s S
"eli is Ciwen by [7,

-Z ;r ,r--)A, r , 
, 

s

:nd it the sar'ace of a thin wire we have 17:

____u3 ''--'-'"

0 
") o 1z-

Since the braided shields are considered to be 2 - --. ,, Zi 0s

,oo tonductors any fields at the surface due to a Z -
.rvace "-ecance :an be neglected. 'he Iouncar'! :n-

: on it tne sur'ace of t'e 3orte caole snleld s

- r
1  

zr2 , ]

De , noc ow '5 Itt St.C :1 ''

- K "S the -pressed le u e to 'eakagetn-'uan " o't:eveteha' ine' c.revt; ", r' .. ""s

--e sorce :oPe shield, 7.,, s the :orresocndvnr ". 's icztoo'sreo by S~i r.Cr -saShedS C'W e S

:-ec -eic l rom the external sn'elo r'-ents, irt ''ceors ire : nvo',ten "t ePsste ,:revr
e:rets srnsfOr-s are "a ' ;ota! nc. "r<e r'%c s

hte ''-orssei '"e!, nicl 3-ses lue to the tjrents translor-ino ea. * , and -anoe:'''o ''xe 'atrsn
-Iced n the receptor :able sipC . %ostltvc'% tot- a'des t' -e ecat'cr , e otta;e

-U4-2
- ~ ' 'eu
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-2 k) .5 e.cressl3ns 'or tre 3Jrice trsnsfer -neco e ::r-
(k)Hotar] 12 k O [ ; k) 20) tribution to tie external sn4eld :orents.

2 2 2 2 2 Since the integral equation approach requires
where )(k0 -k is positive when k and negative on excitation in terms of an impressed longitudinal

2 2 electric field, and the effect of the transfer dO-
imaginary when k. k

. 
The transform variables are k mittance is typically modeled using a distributed

and z and a tilda over a quantity denotes its Fourier current source, it is necessary to find an equivalent

transform. A similar analysis of eq. (19) results in impressed electric field source to account for the
transfer admittance.

11 (k)H 0rr] + 12(k)H 0[a] : 0 (21) To this end, consider the configuration
shown in Fig. 2. This consists of a coaxial cable of

In obtaining eq. 's (20) and I) the formulas length L suspended at a height H over an infinite
ground plane. The cable height is small compared to
a wavelength such that the shield and ground plane

2.rH = -i1lCrC] (22) constitute a second transmission line. For computa-
)r 0 "tional convenience the shield ends are assumed to be

terminated to the ground plane in the characteristic
impedance of this second transmission line. However.

Hr ] o[r ] - 1Hr ] (23) this does not affect the generality of the conclusionsobtained from the following discussion.

have been used. Here H and H, are zero and first

,rcer Hankel functions of the second kind.

Expressions for II(z) and 12 (z) are obtained
ny solving eq.'s (20) and (21) for I l k) and 1,-k) and

nverse ~ourier transforming. The actual expressions
,ePend on the form of Eziz), but in general are given - - T

ozi
E ik)H [arlexp(jkz) lRcUNO PIONE .7 7

Z i zi 0 dk (24) AC, ,2
,, -o ,L(Mor t . (H0 [a x)] 7/--/7/ /7/ ,

z.z(k)Ho[r]evp(jkz)l2z * .L I z dk' (25)

0 - 2[C(HoLr])e - (HI[au,)
2
] Fig. 2. Theoretical configuration for calculating the

0 equivalent voltage used in determining the V.

contribution to the external shield currents.
In order to obtain explicit expressions for

z) and 12(z) the impressed longitudinal electric The coaxial cable is driven at one end and,

'ield sources along the outside of the source cable through the mechanism of the surface transfer ioed-
shield must be determined. ance and the transfer admittance, energy is coupled

from the coaxial cable into the secondary line.

Recall that Z is the ratio of the resultant Presently we are only concerned with the transfer
t admittance contribution.

electric field on one side of the shield to the current
'!owing on the opposite side. Therefore. the mechanism Initially the coaxial cable is assumed e
of the surface transfer impedance directly gives rise perfectly shielded except over a short section of
to an impressed longitudinal electric field along the braid centered at z=z

'
. The distributed current

outside of the shield. For the present case this is source is then well approximated by a delta 'unction
;iven in eq. j ). JpOn taking the Fourier transform source of strength Viz'(Y.exp(-iBz' dt..ere a phase
;f we have 'actor as been included 'or future convenience.

zik: " K - 3)Zt2 s  26) The current istribution 's calculated isirni

the current source oart of eq. 3). Therefore we nave
.ostititing this expression into eq.'s (24) and .25)
d i ntegrating we obtain expJk ,Z'-Z , _-z

Z I " [a-2Cexp(-jzz) exo(-JBz
')

2 .27) -exp ,k -z'';,

The current Jistribution of eq. ,' _ as a

e. -so r e2 urrent '!owing in ooosite irections away Irom tne

. 2 H29) source, roducing a total curnent of zero at := ' e,
H -a. _( now wish to obtain an eouivalent woltage source wnl'n

0 o~~ 2~ wil' oroduce this same :jrrent iistr'out'on. :t1
t14ely, we reouire 3 source 4nicn is oosit--e in si-in

.2 at :z and negative at zz-. Out zero at z~z'. Tne
nere ,' - "" .'s ?71 and 23) are the ,nctiOn wncn satisfies trese conditions ,s the

4-3
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derivative of a delta function..-

Consider ties a voltage distributiun of the
form d1I called tihe differential -ode current and is

v(z) zA6(,z-z')J (30) called the commn mode current. The reason 'or using
S ~this nomenclature becomes clear when we solve 37) and

impressed on the transmission line at z-z' where A is (38) for 11and r2:
a constant to be determined, Using the voltage source I1 -r
portion of eq. (3). the current distribution is ob- c d
tained as

(-exp~jk0(Z-z)). Z>Z I 1 ~ir

2Z0) J (z0 (31) Thus, 2 cs dh n hs current component on thetw

exp(jk 0 (z)) Z cable shields (i.e., in the-same direction) and Id is (

the 1800 out of phase component (i.e. , in oooosite

In order for the current distributions of directions).
eq. (31) and eq. (29) to be equal we must have Adding eq. (27) to (35) and (28) to (36) and

A expvjz' (32) substituting these into eq. 's 39) and '40) we obtain

'tOte that for the external transmission line kId = - O5 -
2  

HLar
u nreC is the external capacitance per unit -

'ength between the cable shield and the ground plane 7~ -3C:,eD,-,-z)
and L is the per unit length inductance of the shield ox Os
over the ground plane. Therefore eq. t32) can be 1c =2EO's -2r,"o ,.
written as 21 2L -~ 2

-A ex(jz)-4YS x(j ) (3 Using the small argument aporoximation for Ho ecall-
e~c ing the expression for YI~ and noting thlat C j'c0

eq. (41) reduces to

where C.i is the int ernal capacitance p-r unit length -I z ik
inside the cable. Id 2'z) t ____

k-
Fourier transforming eq. 30) and using eq.

33) we have
Eq. (42) is identically equal to eq. '3). the exores-

V '~k) -=j~sSep-~' (34) Sion for I ,Therefore, the transmission line exteria

-jkV1 ~exp(j~z(shield current is just the differential 'ode current

Suostituting this into eq.'s (24) and (25) and inte- obtained in the integral equation aooroacn.

,rating first over z' and then over k, we obtain

I SJ C D.4 [ ar 2 exp(-j-z) 6. Internally Induced ;oitages

0 5 0 235)
0Z( 1' (H 2a Given the induced external current on tne

'2 0 0 2receptor cable shield the voltages induced along the
inside of the receptor caole ca pe calculated sina

2C p [r lexp) z trnmssion line theory. I the present case zouo -
0 z 36) to tile interior of the receotor caole cn! , takes Dcace

- ~ ~ 0a DI: r%) H 1 a 0 ) along the oraided portion of length L.Also. since
2 0 2 1 2cable is infinite in length, it is mnatched on the

inside at z=0 and z=L, nder these conditions the
C.5 35) and (36) are the transfer admittance con- near-end and ar-end volages are given ty

tribution to the external shield currents.

5. Relationship Between Transmission Line 71heory 'e0 0 . -- oc iO , -.
and the Integral Equation Aociroacn a

:f the integral equation approach IS -ore and
;erieral than transmission line theory, then the trans-
-ission line esults should ne contained 'n te -rte- -. -. ~ eo
ral equation results. -0 snow that this is indeed 0t e

tne case efine two new currents 1, ad as foliows: vocley nre s e -lte

,a 1_ 2 371 snield current calculated sing eitier transii'ssicn

4-4
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line theory or the integral equation approach. crosstalk is greater the 'igner the frez.uencj. This
occurs regardless of separation. -he integral e. jation

Plotted in Fig. 3 is the far-end crosstalk approach, however, exnibits this nehavior only or
as a function of frequency for separations of 5, 10, small separations. At larger separations, according to
20, and 40 cm. The dashed lines denote transmission the integral equation approach, the crosstalk decreases
line results and the solid lines correspond to the with increasing frequency.
integral equation results. Theoretical values for Z p

and Yt are used. These can be found in reference [6]. 7. Experimental Procedure

According to transmission line theory the crosstalk In order to verify the theory FEXT measure-
increases with frequency at a rate of 2OdB/decade. ments were made or an "infinite" cable configuration.
The integral equation result, however, increases at a The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. Infinite
rate of 20dB/decade only at low frequencies and small cables were simulated using ferrite rings along the
separations. When the frequency increases to a point cable ends to eliminate end reflections of the external
where the separation is greater than about a tenth of shield eurrents. By eliminating the end reflections
a wavelength the crosstalk predicted by the integral only traveling wave external shield currents are
equation approach begins to decrease, present and therefore the experimental setup approxi-

mates the ideal configuration of Fig. I.

FREO'CY ;M Fig. 5. Experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Far-end crosstalk in the infinite cable case The source cable consisted of a 6m length of
for.. arnd croaxial cable The dasted ane s RG58/U coax with ferrite rings placed along l.Sm of trefor RG58 coaxial cable. The dashed and Sol.. cbeaiahed.Ternswr Sae 5c rr
lines correspond to transmission line theory cable at each end. The ring were s Pace d 5 :m arart
and the integral equation approach, respec- except at the ends, where six rings were placed close
tively. The corresponding cable separations together. The receptor cable consisted of three sec-
are denoted on the right. tions: a lm length of RG5SA/U coax in the middle and a

2.5m solid shielded cable section on eacn end. ;errite

In Fig. 4 is shown the far-end crosstalk as rings were placed on the solid shielded sections itn

a function of separation for frequencies of 10, 100, the sae spacing as on the source cable. The source

and 0MHz. to the cable was driven at one end with a signal generator
500 M According transmission line theory and the coupled signal was measured at the opposite

end on the receptor cable using a spectrum analyzer.
Both cables had matched terminations.

The results of FEXT measurements for separa-
tions of 5. 10, and 20 cm are shown in Fig.'s 6a, 6b,
and 6c, respectively. Theoretical curves of the
integral equation approach and transmission line theor.

- - - -- - -- are also plotted. Measured values of Z, and Y, were

- - -. - ---- sed for the theoretical curves. At the lower Ire-
quencies the measured data increases at a rate of 0
dB/decade as predicted by both theories. At -he

--- ---- --- higher frequencies the data tracks very well with the
integral equation result but falls off rapidly from

-0- the transmission line results.

8. Conclusions

in this paper an integral equation approac:i
i 6L sox2:. , , has been developed for analyzing coaxial cable cross-

talk. The major difference oetween this new 3o roacn
arA traditional transmission line theory is in the

- Far-end voltage transfer ratio as a function determination of the external shield currents. ni-
o -.able separation in the infinite cable case. herent in the transmission line theory approach is
The dashed and solid lines correspond to trans- the assumption that the induced zurrents on the two
mission line theory and the integral equation cable shields are equal in magnitude and Opposite n
approach, respectively. The cable type is sign. That is, only te dif~erential -ode :urrent -s

RG58 and the interaction length is I meter. considered. The integral equation approach considers

4-5
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t.ue sa'-e irder da otn '.ust --e ~
;Ex..r::, ~. .]analysis.

2 .,oAlthough the neasured crosstalk at l0.

- - frequencies is higher than that Predicted by both
- - theorie', .over the whole frequency range the experi-
x ~ mental data tracks well with the integral equation

approach. In particular, as the separation is
-~ increased, the integral equation approach correctly
-130 predicts the fall off of the crosstalk at high fre-

quenc ies.

- The infinite cable configuration discussed
in this paper was chosen because it gives good physicz

.....................0' insight into the coupling mechanisms. Although the
to oxcoo results presented here apply to a specific configura-

;nIEaUE'4Y ilvzl tion, the general approach can be applied to other
configurations as well. In particular, its applicatic

a to resonant configurations will be discussed in a J
future Publication.
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Abstract itself. Za See Zeters t be estimated 1sng transmission ,1

A theoretical model is presented for an line theory. If the exposed cable is represented as a 4

adapter to be used for grounding the external shield vertical antenna above a ground plane. ZS .oulJ be the

of a cable to a plate it penetrates. The model shows driving point impedance at the conducting surface,
good agreement with measurements up to at least 500 where the cable enters the adapter and /s the ooem
MIHz. Circuit voltage at this point.

1. Introduction Z, n

The Shield Ground Adapter rSGA) is a device
for bypassing undesired induced currents on the outer 1, Z, Z,, Zooi.
conductor of a shield or caple to a conducting surface
through which it passes. Z

Pigure I gives a functional diagram of the

configuration, vertical nlectric fields intercepted ,Z
Dy tne cable induce external currents on the shield. v5
xe assume the area below the cable penetration is in
a Perfectly shielded area. i.e.. there is no Penetra-
tion of the area by the external field except at the IG
exposed cable penetration. The energy intercepted is
or' ar'ly scattered by the Dart of the cable exposed

the fielo. The SGA will cause induced current to 9*g. Z. L ul valent circuit of sniel-4rouno
vlow radially from the exposed cable over the upper adapter and connected cuoles.
surface of the conducting plate. Skin depth principles
will apply to the current in this surface. At HF Z, represents a possible shunting ef'ect *n
iost al; current will appear within a fraction of a

nillietnr of the surfach. the SGA itself or in the cable to the snheid of n:3
the SGA iakes contact. These effects are isc.sse. .-
detail in par. I1. In the discussion that I,-ec ateny

E.oxee nble follows, the possible existence of Z. is 3nored.

I nn ~2. jTe Eaposed Cable
The exposed cable can exist in either a

terminated or unterminated condition. i.e.. it .an De

connected to a separate 'ground" return or.t -an be

left open circuited on the mast of the snip. hi'e
the method of te mination Tay be uite signii'cant at

oeoia-oxnxgot lower frequencies, at higher frequencies t is ess

woexe cannn, iP ,anTcx.g plaxo important.
V (gnmoid?

At low frequencies, if the exoosed cale

'foas the source impedance I' will on a n';nly

capacitive reactance. If it is 'grounoed so as to
form a loop above deck Zw 111 be in 'nouctlve

Rn reactance. In this case, at suffIciently 'ow -e-
Sign nose iuencies the current nduced will be 'ted oy toe

cable shield resistance, At nigner 'recuencles. toe
induced currents ilay De l'mited by cable 'nductance
at st!I higher frequencies. wnether the cable ms 2con
circuited or snort circuited, The "mducea dcrrents ay

te juite large lue to resonance effects.

S. Measures of £"ectileness. ". 
0
nct'onal scnematic diagram 'or snield-

;round adapter. 'he sneling e-ectlieness 0' T 'e "s%
-ost s-01, stated 'n te-s of toe :rrent 0-as;eo

2ure ' snows an equivalent circuit -oel j to t) n conoucting plate Dy te adapter ;r .
toe iaapter ann connected cables. The Parameters ' ; 2, one :an

.n oe a _ciatn ton ?enc:t,.ehess to :e
no Z ePresent loedances as seen looking into the

:aoles leading away from toe adapter and is Is an ]ao a;

ecuivalent source oltage. 'he "pedances au . Za' ag

and -eoresent an equivalent circuit of the adaDte

ilk

5-14V' o r ., .~
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In actual use the cab'a shield on the Output be isolated to the greatest extent possible by placing

side of the SGA is connected to ground. so that at low the SGA in d coaxial configuration as shown on rig. 3.
feqnuencies ZL consists of the cable shield resistance This figure shows S transmission lines corresponding to

and inductance. At higher frequencies, transmission the distances shown as t t
2

* * t
4
* afd z 51 On the-

line th eory must be applied and 'easurements of Zag and input side line I is loaded with lines 2 and 3 in series, C,

may not be easily separated frm Z. Because of and on the output side line 4 is loaded by line 5. The
input side is assumed driven on the left-hand side and

this. Measurements may be mre meaningful for charac- the output side is terminated on the right-hand side,

terizing the SGA if made with a terminated (e.g. 50 either in a short circuit or in the characteristic
Ohm) transmission line structure constituting ZL' Such impedance of line 5. The former is perhaps most repre-

measurements can be made at frequencies up to above 1 sentatlve of actual conditions, especially at low fre-

z. quencies, but the latter condition gives more uniform
results for measurement of SGA Parameters.

dith the 50 ohm termination, the SGA attenua-
tion hecomes

Is 2

4. 
4
odel Impedance Characteristics \

The elements Zau, 
2

ag, and Z, of the SGA -

-sl an De expected to have only resistive comoon -
ents at the lower frequencies of interest. As the
'reouency increases reactive components .il appear.
-o .et orders of nagnit.de at I wHZ Copper has a

uur'Oce resistivity of 3.10038 ohms Per square and a
;Kn depth of 3.3067 cm or .7 iiis. r a radial
flange with in inner radius of l/2" and an outer radius

of 3,4' the resistance of Z would be approximately 1.4.4 O.ag

o 3) Fig. 3. model of snield-ground icocter

with coaxial confiourat'on. v-

.here The coupling between hou and Outut ect'ns I

Ps the surface resistivity in ohms ier Square is assumed to occur across the flange separating :-nes
2 and 4. Initially, coupling Detween lines 3 and 5 s

Is the radial lengt1h of the flange assumed negligible because of the wide thilckness o' the
as the circular length barrier plate separating them. This assumption -ay

require further consideration depending on the ietmo

'e. used to mount the SGA to the Parrier plate.

J J0038 -ne way of estimating the coupling due tO the
* ___~_3B __ - • 3 

"  
5 micro-ohms flange is to use the model snon in -g. 4 and to

calculate the resistance of the flange taning into

K account the distribution of :urrent densitf with -epth
in the flange. The resulting :ouoling :an ee.zresveod

-e ittentatlon would then p given y ignoring depth in ters of a transfer tmoedance Jefined as .e -it~o

)f ;enetritlon effect of the voltage impressed an the output ne to t e
current in the Input line.

S Scnelkunof'I has :alc..ateo *"e trsns'er
33 K -304 jB 41 -oedance Per init length for i thin . eo toea is

) -;orr Ondeong transfer "mpedance would 3e 96.4 1 3-1-- ee

:9 or it :5 5O148 with a snort-circuited Dn - enes
] tijt :doe if rasistance R.. the attenuation would sion. *' n -.

where a s the radius of the toe. - 'sts '-ess.

-e :crduCt!vlty and 'S t-e i- 'et- ,ec-
, U O s-snatno 'anon te -ean

- 0 "* radi. r corres:onas to a inj , -orresonos to tn

'ength.

he transfer -oecoarce tns :ecz-es
"he -ent'-atton o' i -oe eact e3c. "et

S:t -o n the 55A re uires i :aref'I ana',s - r , ______

r -nt oattrms on tne sTr tu t re of t e i . .e - - s
S t'e nstalation 'self larariters o

f 
the A6 n iih -.

5-2
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line, and 14 is assumied to be small. 'herefore, since

V44 its- 11.lines 2 an 3 :re alwas te~rinatd b short circuit

.'-~2 2 t 2n 2 4

-a-1'-9'.. '3 o4 3

From these eiiations one can ootaim relations between
currents at various Darts of the configuration. For

fr~W)4n ~ .0 SGA i.n... ... -. ) examnple. the ratio of the curr nt at the left ens of
l ine 2 to th at at t he ri gh t ened of line 2 in

O"12L . cOsm ,' 2 z *2)
am - l~7 2

L.ines 2 and 3 ;resent a ' cad rnoedance to line 1 o

'. %1 tann tarn 32 2 2 43 3

',a- tnis ''oeoance tne input current t-, he -in on

SGA.ba.* -1 t..... ~und '3m 9,. e

-g. 4. ntenal construction of SGA connector'.

'n s te ioltage applied across te nout to lne 4 s~ Ia 'me ratio of tie :,r~ent on 'e left aiO : trat 3

wher 2. 2R istet talcrrent at the end of th ' n nd4 e 's

N4o if 3(0) is the line oltage at Z-2, 'Mten C- osh 1 1  .a . sinn ill, 4

Z cash 3j -Z) - Z, Sinn Z

aLCs -zsn 7. Output Line

And :t is conmise to treat the diScontinuiti at tie
point of coupling between 'nes 4 and 5as a 71ianatcnn

45) Zo Sinn -2 hin) nit, sing -s. 10)

.m,e^ te 'ength of a 'inc of ctaracteri zic '35 ''SM 5 Sinnn

-Dea a nCte Oaded 1 ith an -oedance .and oropaqa.

- on :onstant . Crom A,. And 9) the Iruniiene a CorresDoflingly,
I'

.tsn * in

Z 35 inii . 3SM

".'e :na~t Line 3. :al- waon of Snie'-inc -''e.tiaeness

'he'a e'iat~ iia sor '" 4 eauencies ni ennj~n 'or s*r:,,l nayC5
e s'.-Iatr: A 10! -, -C'S :i' ".e .,ar'4.u tanhi-issn rfs nereC s

.s -;t eqance a ;,en cv ,om tO. 3a0e. 32534D- imout 'iti -n -i -eas.re ,f af''ctt' enes '2-

Le 344. lecenoung on Me-e -e -- emt s -easraq.
tant . -ecwce Ieoehaence m t Ia D~tt .,arhs,ss,,

anm -Cs "CnS iad is -uc osbe cnn se h

-~e 3-t'o

-:s. i-
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Now 1 1 is equal to I4R and 115 II L. The current 9. Mutual Inductance

14R is related to the impressed voltage On line 4 by In addition to coupling from the resistance - F
(from 17) of the flange of the SGA. there is mutual Inductance

due to the triangular shaped gaps in the flange. This
V4a permits magnetic field leakage to couple energy between

14R h 0 transmission lines 2 and 4. This coupling is repre- -

zR4 44 . Z0 4 t 4  sented as a mutual inductance M24 calculated as follows.

Fran (7) and the discussion fcllowing it: by using formulas for circular apertures of the same '
average radius as the triangular shaped holes4:

V4l * Zt I2R (19)

and from (12) we have N24 ' N &

I (20) for

cosh y2 2 a 'avg. radius ,rr' S.3
5 
T

m magnetic Polarzaoiiity
Nence, 217) becomes. usng (19) and (20): '4 • number of holes

I= 2L cosn,'2 I 1 cosh ,2Z2 ' 3 circular holes) 4.57 2 '0' 
0

' 14R '4R t 4 r .7 mmn

Now, "-on 9) -d
2 
rectang. slot) * 3.g 2 -'o n,

16

-R 4 = l2,lnim, I 2. 8 in
2o 4 ZI5 cosh 'I * =04 s n 44 Since N * 9

or an 1 x 10
- 7

and 0 n

cosh -2 -12 O
22 x05 4 isvt () 2  n 10 *3.2 v 10;S K.E. • -Z5 Cosn 144 zo4 Sinn A,) ',2) "24 l

;f s are small and Z IS Finally, we have for the transfer impedance

- ~50Z
t  Z=

S.F - L- (22) Zt Z d J 24
Z t

The shape of the flange is Shown on Fig. 4. It is Zd  R dc (j)

noted that the part between the inner and outer con- SimM ((l-jp,7/'oJ
ductors of transmission lines 2 and 4 consists effec-
tively of 9 separate conducting fingers. Calculations
of the dc resistance are made as follows: I -

R fir-er
,c ; Using these parameter values, the shielding effective-

-or ness characteristic is calculated as shown on c:9. S.
The corresponding value of the transfer impedance vor ,0

10 50 : load is shown as the dotted curve on this
2.6 0 ./m figure. On the figure it is noted that the cnarac-

o ' 2.6 m teristic starts out flat with freouency intil the skin

3.381 me fepth becomes less than the conductor thickness at •
about 100 KHI) with the shielding effect- eneSS -eacni-q
ne ,aimurm value at about 500 kHz. Above that 'reguency

)ne obtains the ;haracteristic is dominated by the m utual Inuctante
term, the S.E. decreasing as the fre uency increases.

C This vrequency dependent oenavior Is siilar to thot
'nrcn occurs for braided snelds on :oaxial strictjres. P

or

9 linger -6

;cctotal 0 .26 7 3 23)

'0

.m

5-4
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1XI

a0

-in...... -rha. ..'ao , acor

0. -01 40'" i0 "'tOl

0Fig. 6. Frequency response of te surface transfer

MM imacdance for RG-214 coaxial cable.

-g. 5. Shield-grond adapter shielding effectiveness72
lot/In) as. frequency And transfer I& ''c
1-sedance. ZW :,

10. Correlation with Experimental Data This is shown as a function of frequency in --1g. 7.
At 10 k~ll

Evoerimental data obtaineId to date on theseS
S-As show th n as in Fig .for frequencies 4
above a]o 600 iz. or freuencies belo w 600 k8Hz (dB) -46 46 3 126 d]l ilP

.- til re_~

the experi tal daa ae arox tely 20 dt higherI$
than that given in . ",T he reason for this appears
to be the preesence of other cotuing mechanism wnich
are not accounted for in the model discussed to this

11. Refiling the Equivalent Circuit z

As mentioned in the discussion of tfg. 2. a
maoe complex equivalent circuit may be necessary to z 16 d .

account for tual experimental behavior of the S rA. -'2- - .4

the first effect co nsidered is coupling through the .- -

cent er conductor of the shielded table itself. A -1

second effect is the contact resistance between the .. . -. .
cal1e braid and the flange. A third effect is !-1rn, ,-. -

ircedance at the junction of the adapter fitting and -o l.
the eference or ground plane in which it Is mounted. -

11.1 Coupling through the Cable -o40

Figure 6 Snows the surface transfer impedante
or RG-24 cable which contains a dousle braid). -0 -. -1__ "

Assuming the Ra G-2a cable itself Is loaded with 50 ,,0
as 's the transmission line consisting of the shield
and the outer test fixture cylinder, theI coupln can
oe estimated as follows. A current Is on the shileld Fig. 7. Overall transfer 1-cdance of RG-214 coaxial
th RG-214 will produce for a one -able with a 0 mohm sad wen fitted -ith the

the input casle Z I volts along the inside of the
tcoshield, where 6 S the surface transfer impedance of -his corresponds with a oltage ratio of -SO oB 'or

thy cable itself. This in turn will cause a oao -ehistance oh transmission lme of SO 'l. Ahen
compared with -ig. 5 it is seen that, for vout and

S er te etr cnd r the oup utput lengths of one mter, the cable as a oling
m eontreis otbocente cur of the output ribution equivalent to that of the $GA. -or aonger

-2 ina 'engths. the casle itself oecomes the weanest -nK 'n
the system. -or enample. if the 'ength 3f the abeh

c'se. this C rrent will 2roduce islts nextends 10 m on e side of the SGA. tie couo m %

snter 'ergtm of the outer structure, t he overall o this mechanism increases ly 40 18 gixing 3 ioltage
transfer isedance is then atio of -110 J. For single orab cables the

5-5
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coupling would be increased further. Tests being con-
ducted presently are with a total cable length of only
about 6" (15 cm).

11.2 Flange Contact Resistance 0 0

This is the contact resistance of the flange I
where it is soldered to the cable braid. Normally. 

a

this is considered negligible because the skin effect 5soQ
will cause the current to leave the shield and appear RT
on the surface of the flange (with highest current
density on the input side of the flange). Since the 0
conducting surface of the cable is a braid, there may
be a tendency for some of the input current to follow
individual braid wires and not pass to the flange. if
the contact resistance is of the order of only tens of Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit at frequencies less than
microohms, the current would be expected to flow (typically) 250 MHz .showing effect of
through the contact resistance, rather than be shunted resistance of threads and contacts. Adapter
across the flange by capacitive effects. (For example, load resistance, 50 3. .1.
a capacitance of 50 pF has an impedance of 3000 n at
I 44z.) Accordingly, the transfer impedance between For a 50 ohm Output cable termination the shielding
input and output circuits due to such a contact effectiveness is
resistance would be equal to the contact resistance.

5O
11.3 Adapter Fitting Ground Plane Junction S 26)

Figure 8 is a schematic drawing of the
adapter fitted to the ground or reference surface. Equations 25 and 26 are plotted in Fig. 0 for ualues
For Simplicity, only one half of the adapter bi- of PT, of 5, 10 and 20 microonms. It is seen that as
secting plane is snown.) Experimental evidence has RTH increases, the variation of the overall transfer
Shown that the threads molding the several parts
together have measurable contact resistance. The impedance with frequency decreases.
threads TH 1 will have little effect on the adapter's

8hoolwd coodutlee.1,

T

rig. 8. Detail of Fig. 3 showing threads and contact
resistances contributing to transfer impedance. . I O .. o_

overall transfer impedance as they add only a very

small resistance, say 10
"
5 ohm, to tile load on trans-

mission line 3. Compared with the approximately 50 ohm Fig. 10. Frequency response of the shielding effective-
characteristic impedance of transmission line 3, it will ness and total transfer impedance of the SGA
have little effect. The resistance of these threads for values of thread resistance of 5, 30 and
does not directly introduce a voltage into the output 20 nicroohms.
circuit. Threads TH2 on the other hand (and the con-
tact resistances between (1) the clambing nut mounted 12. Conclusions
on threads 7H 2 and the ground plate, and (2) between
the ground Plate and the outer test fixture tubes), A fairly exact model for a shield ground
.nile still having little effect on transmission line adapter contains a term for transfer Imoedance of the
3. will directly couple energy from the input of the element snorting the :able shield to the body of the
adapter to 'ts output. ror frequencies for nicm connector, plus terms t3K'ng account if resistances at
transmissiun lines 2, 3. and 4 are short compared .ith threads and contacts of the mounting arrangement. -he
a :iurter *ave length 'typically op to 250 MHz or .jo'e sarface transfer impedance ilaces am ipoer uim~t--
ligner), one has the equivalent circuit shown in cn 'he shielding effectiveness that can oe ostained.

-ig. 4. ",Om this equivalent circuit one obtains a At Irequencles above 250 'Hz, transmission line elerents
total transfer Iredance ZT ' ising to. 24 and rig. 9. -uSt be included ,n the model.

H O 25)

5-6
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